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Preface 

 
The present proceedings contains the papers presented at the 3rd Mytribos Symposium 2019 

held in Universiti Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP) on 29th of April 2019. The Mytribos Symposium 

was originally established by Malaysian Tribology Society (Mytribos). The series of 

symposiums includes: 

2016 – 1st Mytribos Symposium in Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) 

2017 – 2nd Mytribos Symposium in Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) 

2019 – 3rd Mytribos Symposium in Universiti Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP) 

 

The aim of the symposium is to promote proper practices in research and development, 

and to provide a forum for practicing engineers and scientists from different disciplines to 

exchange ideas and experience related to the field of tribology in Malaysia. Subjects like 

lubrication, friction, wear, surface engineering, surface treatments and coating are scopes of 

interest. The symposium value collaborations between academia and industry in all 

possible endeavors. 

 

The proceedings contains 16 papers from keynote lectures, invited speeches and participants 

of the symposium. The proceedings include the following topics: 

1. Tribology and Technology 

2. Lubricants, Lubrication and Fuels 

3. Surface Engineering 

4. Biotribology 

5. Manufacturing Tribology 
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 Effect of hard particle angularity on frictional coefficients and grit 

embedment of brake material was investigated. Silicon carbide, silica 

sand and garnet were used with drag and stop mode test. The spike 

parameter quadratic fit (SPQ) method was applied to characterize the 

particles angularity. Results showed that particles angularity exhibited a 

great influence in modifying the effective contact, wear generation and 

friction coefficient. Good correlation between pad specimen weight loss 

and grit embedment was found. Signs of formation and disintegration of 

contact plateaus correlated well with angularity, suggesting the grit 

embedment role as wearing mechanism. 

 
1. Introduction 

Due to the fact that the brake interface is 

hidden, covered and buried between the pad and 

the disc, friction behavior of brake pad material 

during braking post the most interesting but yet 

not a fully understood problem [1]. It becomes 

very challenging to exactly know what really 

happen to the contact plateaus and material 

interaction at the brake interface. In addition, 

the coefficient of friction (CoF) should be 

relatively high and most importantly stable. The 

friction coefficient should be stable irrespective 

of temperature, humidity, age of the pads, 

degree of wear and corrosion, the presence of 

dirt and water spraying from the road [2]. Thus, 

brake frictional materials are designed to 

provide stable frictional performance over a 

range of vehicle operating conditions and to 

exhibit acceptable durability. Despite the fact 

that brakes operate under a variety of 

environmental conditions, many laboratory 

tests for brake materials are conducted under 

dry conditions and only limited studies included 

the wet braking conditions [3]. Studies of 

variety of braking environments, i.e. with the 

presence of hard particles and contaminants 

from environment, are limited in the 

tribological literature. 

Operation of brake pad material is often 

linked to the presence of hard particle derived 

from the environment. Different sizes and 

shapes of hard particles can cause increase or 

decrease in average friction force and 

momentary peak values of friction force at the 

braking interface. The open design and position 

of the disc brake to the environment can result 

in the disturbance to the tribological 

characteristics of the friction interface due to 

operating factors. Factors such as humidity and 

the presence of hard particles in the air can 

influence the tribological processes and 

indirectly affect the braking effectiveness. 

These difficult to control factors, i.e. hard 

particles and contaminants, are often present 

and represent serious tribological problems 

during braking operation.   

In braking, the abrasion at the friction 

interface is caused by the abrasive and hard 

particles that are included in the composition of 

the brake pad. In normal braking (without 

external particle), the hard and abrasive 

particles embedded in the pad will involve in 

the friction process and get released due to 

pyrolysis of phenolic resin especially at 

elevated braking temperature. The particles size 

and shape of hard particles are two important 
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parameters that can affect friction and wear rate 

in sliding couple [4-5]. Recently, more attention 

was given to the effects of the particle sizes of 

the abrasives on friction performance. There 

have been several studies, e.g. in [6-7] on 

different particle size effect and their 

correlation with friction behaviors of braking 

system. Abrasive particle such as zircon, silicon 

carbide and alumina with different sizes are 

used to study the friction wear properties of 

brake materials. The shape of the particle 

protrusions also contributes to the severity of 

wear [8-10]. 

In this work, the effect of particle 

angularity on the frictional coefficients and grit 

embedment of pad material was studied using 

three different hard particles, i.e. the silica sand, 

garnet and silicon carbide. Grit embedment 

analysis on the pad specimen wear was 

performed using SEM to find possible 

correlation with particle angularity.  

 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 
 

Figure 1:  a) Schematic diagram and b) picture 

of the brake test rig developed for the drag tests. 

 

2. Experimental Procedure 

A brake test rig was used to conduct the 

drag mode sliding tests under controlled 

braking conditions. A schematic diagram and 

the picture of the test rig are shown in Figure 1. 

The microstructure of the pad material is a 

mixture of shiny metallic constituents of steel 

fiber, barium sulphate and non-metallic 

particles of silicon oxide within a polymeric 

binder of phenolic resin were identified using 

optical microscopy and EDX. The grey cast iron 

disc material contains of graphite flakes 

suggesting a typical cast dendritic 

microstructure [8].   

Hard particles were supply to the gap 

through the small feeder tube at the rate of 2.5 

gm/s. The gap between the disc and pad 

specimen is about 1.0 mm. The running–in of 

the pad specimen was done for 5 minutes using 

a constant braking pressure of 0.6 MPa for 

surface adaptation of the contact areas. Sieving 

for different hard particle size range was carried 

out using the Endecotts sieve test equipment. 

Hard particles were sieved for 15 min into the 

size ranges of 50-180 μm. A series of short 

duration drag tests at four different sliding 

speeds of 4 m/s, 8 m/s, 10 m/s and 12 m/s at 

constant pressure of 0.6 MPa, 0.8 MPa and 1.0 

MPa was used to evaluate the effects of hard 

particle grit shape on friction stability. Friction 

stability is usually used to determine the 

consistency of friction force at different speeds 

and applied pressure. Therefore, it can be used 

as brake stability indicator since to have good 

friction stability means to maintain the same 

level of friction force at different braking 

condition.  

 

3. Result and Discussion 

The SPQ values are related to the 

angularity of the particle and these can vary 

between 0 and 1. The more angular the particle 

is, the closer the SPQ value to 1. In this work, 

silicon carbide particles have the highest SPQ 

angularity value of 0.45 compared to 0.27 for 

silica sand and 0.30 for garnet. SPQ values for 

silica sand and garnet are close to each other due 

to their similar geometric shape. Previous study 

by Stachowiak 9 has reported SPQ value of 0.22 

for silica sand, 0.25 for garnet and 0.4 for 

silicon carbide for grit particle of the size 

between 250-300 μm. From results obtained, 

silicon carbide grit particles generated higher 

CoF values compared to silica sand and garnet 

especially at high disc sliding speeds. At higher 

disc sliding speed, it was assumed that silicon 

carbide particles not only mixed with other 

wear debris faster, but their angularity resulted 

in higher micro-cutting process that increase the 

formation rate of effective contact and the 

generation of much smaller wear debris. Many 

loose wear debris of much smaller size, below 

10 μm, were observed during the experiment 

with silicon carbide compared to silica sand and 

garnet as shown in Figure 2. Larger quantity of 

small wear debris seems to fill the cavities at the 

brake pad surface to contribute to the increased 

of effective contact area before their ejection 
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from the contact. In addition, occurrence of grit 

fragmentation was recorded during the 

experiment with silicon carbide and these 

fragmented grit particles could form additional 

effective contact to increase the CoF value [10].  

More compacted wear debris could form a 

friction film to reduce the friction force and 

CoF. In addition, silicon carbide particles 

resulted in higher pad specimen weight loss and 

contributed to greater formation of compacted 

wear debris at the brake surface. Hard braking 

test was carried out at braking pressure of 1.0 

MPa until the disc was completely stopped. 

Increase in braking pressure resulted in more 

effective generation of much smaller wear 

debris. More silicon carbide particles were fully 

embedded (FE) into the pad surface or into the 

compacted wear debris. The CoF values for the 

three grit particle types are shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Numerous wear debris of the size 

below 10 μm observed in tests with silicon 

carbide (a) and (b) but lesser wear debris with 

(c) silica sand and (d) garnet 

 

During hard braking test, silicon carbide 

resulted in lower CoF values compared to the 

silica sand and garnet especially at higher 

speeds. Silicon carbide seemed to embed more 

easily and involved in micro-cutting. Sharp 

corners of the silicon carbide particle 

significantly determined the occurrence of full 

embedment (FE). Refer to Table 1(a) for area 

percentage of embedment and Table 1(b) for 

weight loss of the pad specimen. Silica sand and 

garnet particles generated more wear debris at 

higher speeds, but many of the wear debris were 

ejected. Therefore, these wear debris 

contributed to the higher CoF values. However, 

at low disc sliding speed, silicon carbide 

particles were involved more in micro-cutting 

process and many sharp corners of the silicon 

carbide were not contributing much to the wear 

debris when they were involved in FE. 

From the experimental results, it was found 

that higher SPQ value significantly affects the 

percentage area of grit embedment (GE). In 

drag mode test, silicon carbide recorded almost 

double the embedment of garnet and triple that 

of silica sand at low disc sliding speeds. At 

higher speeds, the embedment of silicon carbide 

was observed to be at least double of the garnet 

and silica sand. However, at lower disc sliding 

speeds, it appeared that the presence of 

compacted wear debris helped to provide softer 

platform at the brake pad surface for the particle 

GE. At higher disc sliding speeds, presence of 

smaller amount of the compacted wear debris 

was compensated by the grit particle angularity 

resulting in a smaller percentage of grit 

embedment.  

 

 
Figure 3: CoF values for the three grit particle 

types during drag mode and hard braking test 

 

The percentage of silica sand embedment 

was found to be the lowest of the three grits 

tested with a maximum embedment of 0.32 %. 

Garnet and silicon carbide produced a 
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maximum embedment of 0.36 % and 1.16 %. 

This was expected as higher SPQ values of 

garnet and silicon carbide contributed to the 

higher percentage of GE. Particle grit 

embedment also was found to increase with 

medium disc sliding speed but was reduced at 

maximum speeds for most of the cases.  

 

Table 1: (a) Percentage of grit particle 

embedment and (b) pad weight loss during hard 

braking test with silica sand, garnet and silicon 

carbide of 50-180 μm at 1.0 MPa. 

Sliding 

Speed 

Embedment  

(% Area) 

Embedment  

(% Area) 

Embedment 

(% Area) 

(m/s) Silica Sand Garnet Silicon 

Carbide 

4 0.35 0.10 0.48 

8 0.45 0.56 1.04 

10 0.68 0.75 1.24 

12 0.45 0.42 0.8 

(a) 

 
Sliding 

Speed 

Weight 

Loss (g) 

Weight 

Loss (g) Weight Loss (g) 

(m/s) Silica Sand Garnet Silicon Carbide 

4 0.0249 0.0177 0.0345 

8 0.024 0.0386 0.0237 

10 0.0256 0.0357 0.0213 

12 0.02 0.0225 0.0095 

(b) 

 

4. Conclusion 

The particle grit angularity effect on 

frictional coefficient and grit embedment of 

brake pad material was investigated. Three 

different grit particle i.e. silica sand, garnet and 

silicon carbide of 50 - 180 µm were used. The 

change of friction coefficient and the grit 

embedment were measured and analyzed. 

Experimental results showed that:  

• In drag mode test, silicon carbide grit 

particles generate higher CoF values 

compared to silica sand and garnet especially 

at high disc sliding speeds  

• During hard braking test, silicon carbide 

resulted in lower CoF values compared to the 

other two grit particles especially at higher 

speeds.  

• Medium SPQ value particle (i.e. garnet) was 

found to produce more weight loss than high 

SPQ value grit particle (i.e. silicon carbide) 

at medium speed.  

• Higher SPQ values of garnet and silicon 

carbide contributed to the higher percentage 

area of grid embedment.  
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 This paper apprehend the application of tribotronics in roadmarker for car-

infrastructure connectivity. The method using imprint roll to roll method 

was workable and tribological properties were tested. The prototype of 

tribotronic road marker is still a long way to be formed as the sensory need 

to be imprinted and designed properly for the said purpose. 

 

1.  Introduction 

Development of technological and 

disruptive business models might be a crucial 

factor on the logistic of people and goods 

moving around Malaysia in the future decades 

due to a profound changes to people 

preferences, goods design and services 

provided globally. This is driven by 

extraordinary quantum leap in innovation in 

engineering, technology and business models 

especially with the IR4.0, big data, IoT and AI 

emerging in this new era. 

The Malaysia’s road and rail network could 

dramatically; engaged with the help of 

government policies, have to reduce carbon 

emissions and other pollutants, traffic 

congestion could be lessened through higher-

density use of road space enabled by automated 

vehicles, and mobility could be available for 

anyone, anywhere and anyhow. The 

opportunities to improve customers’ 

experience, logistic efficiency and people to 

move around freely can be created. Amongst; 

the current great challenges in transportation, 

the reduction of renewable material 

consumption, the limitation of greenhouse gas 

emissions, the scaling down of maintenance 

cost and frequency and, for mechanical 

transmissions, the extension of their life and 

their efficiency. Other drivers of change and 

need for innovative tribological solutions area 

are automotives (driverless cars/trucks, trains, 

UAVs, ships etc), predictive condition based 

maintenance (PCBM), mobility of an ageing 

population and extending asset use. Challenges 

areas such as human mobility and automotive, 

rail, sea, air transportation, lubricants and smart 

machines (tribotronics) are to be addressed in 

near future. Tribotronics refers to the combined 

use of tribology and electronics to control 

tribological systems [1]. In contradictory to 

traditional tribological and mechatronic 

systems, where losses are seen as a function of 

system inputs rather than desired output. A 

particular emphasis on the control of 

tribological losses [2], it is increasingly useful 

to describe an active system that combines 

tribological and electronic components, 

irrespective of the process variables and set-

points of the control loop.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Tribotronic = Triboelectricity ∩ 

Semiconductor [3]. 

 

Tribotronic has been used in many 

applications due to its flexibility and smart 

sensory devices with simple apps and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tribology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronics
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mechanism and low cost in long run. A search 

in Sciencedirect.com using keyword of 

tribotronic, globally only 35 papers were 

published so far.  Hence, it gives a good 

opportunity for our nanofabrication and 

functional material (NFM) research group in 

School of Mechanical Engineering, USM to 

have the facility to explore this matter further. 

In designing tribotronic systems is simply using 

control around passive machine to 

build loops to create active machine elements. 

Process variables for examples; flow rates of 

lubricants or other pressurized fluids, physical 

properties of lubricants and pressurized fluids, 

the molecular composition and ordering of 

lubricants and pressurized fluids, both in the 

bulk fluid as well as close to contacting 

surfaces, dynamics of the mechanical system, 

mechanical properties of the contact bodies, 

properties of contacting surface are common 

[3]. This is illustrated in Figure 1. Many 

researchers [4] have already came up with new 

methodology to recreate the tribotronic with 

different applications worldwide and the mainly 

usage of magnet with nano-generators has been 

the idea behind the fabrication. In our facilities, 

we are trying the new method using 

nanoimprint lithography (NIL) method which is 

equivalent to MEMS fabrication. Low cost and 

flexi-NIL has made it a leading edge for the 

future nanomanufacturing. An overview, 

development and advances of NIL in 

nanomanufacturing with emphasising  

concepts, tools, molds/stamps material, imprint 

resists and processes over other patterning 

methods has been explored as shown in Figures 

2-5. There are a number of variant of NIL being 

developed with huge potential for particular 

device nanomanufacturing applications [5].  

 

 
Figure 2: R2R printing for preform. 

 

2. Methodology 

Roller-based NIL processes, particularly 

the R2R NIL process (Figure 2) has showed a 

highly promising future to be implemented as a 

full-scale production process due to their high 

throughput and wide-area patterning capability. 

However process and stability control, is still 

limited as there are still many challenges and 

issues to be solved in the R2R NIL process. 

Basic multilayer nanogap and bonding/ 

demolding imprint was also used (Figure 3).  

 

 
Figure 3: Multilayer (a) nanogap and (b) 

bonding/demolding imprint. 

 

Car-to-infrastructure communication is 

critical for enabling autonomous driving [6]. 

The autonomous car system must navigate the 

vehicle on a close track with road markings, 

based on the information from an optical 

camera with lane detection capabilities [7]. One 

of such necessary conditions is the quality of the 

road markings. The navigation system typically 

cannot discern faded, or missing road markings. 

Without proper navigation, the autonomous car 

will fail to detect the lane resulting in 

undesirable accidents. Therefore, the road 

markings quality and its performances are of 

significant importance and must be investigated 

to develop road markings which are more 

durable, leading to reduced road infrastructure 

maintenance costs. 

The wear and friction of road making 

material influence the road markings durability 

and it has a direct impact on the maintenance 

cost and user safety. In our vicinity, the wear 

and friction was studied using pin-on-disc 

testing rig.  Reaching at wear stability under a 

set of varying applied load, and sliding velocity 

remains as an unsolved research field in 

tribology study. This summons the needs to 

modifying the wear characteristics of the road 

marking materials would be critical to improve 

the longevity of the road marking.  The 

durability of the road markings depends greatly 

on the physical properties and composition of 

their constituents such as binder, anti-skid 

aggregates and glass beads. For instance, if the 

binder content is too low, it renders early 

fracturing of the road markings [8].To achieve 

road markings with superior performance and 

durability, each constituents of the road 

marking materials must be in correct 

proportions. The thickness of paint also 

influences the durability of road markings. It is 

believed that thicker layer of paint lasts longer. 

One of the work on tribotronic-sensory marker 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_loop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_materials_properties
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for JKR to ensure there are autonomous-to-

infrastructure connectivity is undisruptive at all 

time. Hence, this work is worth to be explore to 

cater for unmanned autonomous vehicle (UAV) 

for future apps.  

 

3. Result and discussion 

Initial study on the wear and frictional 

coefficient has been conducted. It seems the 

wear is averaging in negative 9 microns with 

COF ranging from 0.01 to 0.07 averaging at 

0.05 after 500m sliding run. Upon 1600 second 

run, the average of COF measured was 0.6 for 

test 1 conducted as in Figure 8. Hence, from the 

mobility of logistic standard, the COF is within 

the specification i.e. lesser than 0.6 while the 

wear resistance is somehow below that specify 

by the JKR specification which comply with the 

requirements of BS EN 1471, and shall 

demonstrate compliance with the relevant 

performance of BS EN 1436 and for the 

compositional elemental as specified was 

conform using EDAX test as shown in Table 1 

and Figure 9. The prototype of tribotronic road 

marker is still a long way to be formed as the 

sensory need to be imprinted and designed 

properly for the said purpose.  

 

 
Figure 6: Wear of roadmarker paint with 

sliding speed 0.3 m/s for 500m sliding. 

 

 
Figure 7: COF of roadmarker paint with sliding 

speed 0.3 m/s for 500m sliding. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8: Specific COF measurement for (a) 

run road marker up to 1600 second as (b) plotted 

in boxplot. 

  

Table 1: Composition allowed for roadmarker. 

Components Weightage 

Binder contents 18% min. 

Glass beads 30% min. 

Titanium Dioxide 10.5% min. 

CaCos and inert fillers Less than 42% 

 

 

 
Figure 9: SEM and EDAX results for 

roadmarker as received. 

 

4. Conclusion 

There are a huge oppotunity for tribotronic 

applications especially in medical, sports and 

recreational, housing, mobility and ecetera to 

cater for future challenges and contribution to 

manufacturing in Malaysia and global. Hence, 

small contribution could lead a long way for the 

flowerishing the research in tribotronic in 

Malaysia. In summary, a R2R  tribotronic 

photoresist fabrication was feasible on 

roadmarker and further enhancement with 

sensory can be materialised. By introducing 2D 

material-based photoelectronics into the new 

fields of tribotronics, a novel and effective way 

could be developed to improve the device, 

which may has important prospects in human–

computer interaction, touching triboelectronics 

and internet of things. 
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 The journal bearing can be represented by a plain cylindrical sleeve 

(bushing) wrapped around the journal (shaft), but the bearing can adopt 

variety of forms. It consists of two main components. The shaft in the 

middle is the journal and the part enveloping the shaft is the bearing, 

which is also known as the bush. The housing or the sleeve is to support 

the journal bearing structure. In current study, journal bearing test rig was 

developed to study oil behaviour characteristics. The benefits of test rig 

such as applicability to multiple or repetitive tests, wide range of 

operation, possibility of performing extreme value tests safely, possibility 

of using accurately adjusted bearing loads, possibility of studying 

different variables separately and possibility of performing demanding 

measurements is the key factors of test rig selection. 
 
1. Introduction 

The use of journal bearing is critical in 

most machines. Journal bearings were used to 

support shafts and to carry radial loads with 

minimum power loss and minimum wear. The 

journal bearing can be represented by a plain 

cylindrical sleeve (bushing) wrapped around 

the journal (shaft), but the bearing can adopt 

variety of forms. The lubricant is supplied at 

some convenient point in the bearing through a 

hole or a groove. If the bearing extends around 

the full 360º of the journal, it is described as a 

“full journal bearing.” If the angle of wrap is 

less than 360º, the term “partial journal bearing” 

is used. 

A schematic of the general features in a 

plain journal bearing is shown in Figure 1 as 

adapted from [1]. It consists of two main 

components. The shaft in the middle is the 

journal and the part enveloping the shaft is the 

bearing, which is also known as the bush. The 

housing or the sleeve is to support the journal 

bearing structure. The journal diameter (D), the 

bearing internal diameter (d), length (L), and 

radial clearance (C) are important criteria. The 

values and relative proportions of these 

parameters play an important role in the 

capacity and performance of the journal bearing 

in actual applications. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Journal bearing geometry and 

nomenclature (adapted from [1]). 

 

An important parameter in journal bearing 

operation is its eccentricity, e. It is the distance 

between the centre of the journal (Oj) and the 

centre of the bearing (OB) as shown in Figure 2. 

The line passing through both Oj and OB is 

called the centre line. The positions of Oj 

relative to OB for three initial stages in a journal 

bearing operation are illustrated in Figure 2. An 

idle position is shown in Figure 2(a) where the 

journal is in contact with the bearing with the 

line of contact opposing to the load and the 

distance between Oj and OB is equal to the radial 

clearance, C. At start up in Figure 2(b), mixed 

lubrication prevails, and the journal is displaced 

and slide in the interior of the bearing in the 

opposite rotational direction. As the fluid 

wedge becomes established and lift speed is 

attained, the journal starts to assume the 

position in Figure 2(c). 
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of bearing 

positions at (a) start-up, (b) no load and (c) 

steady running conditions. 

 

The film thickness around the journal 

bearing is given by, 

 

ℎ = 𝐶 + 𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 (1) 

 

 where, C is the radial clearance 

e is the eccentricity 

θ is the angular position 

 

The eccentricity ratio, e, is often determined 

from the operating conditions of a journal 

bearing.  

In current study, journal bearing test rig 

was developed to study oil behavior 

characteristics. The benefits of test rig such as 

applicability to multiple or repetitive tests, wide 

range of operation, possibility of performing 

extreme value tests safely, possibility of using 

accurately adjusted bearing loads, possibility of 

studying different variables separately and 

possibility of performing demanding 

measurements is the key factors of test rig 

selection. Therefore, in many cases of bearing 

research studies, the optimum and best way to 

obtain knowledge is to carry out an 

experimental work.  

An experimental work using the test rig is 

also typically performed as preliminary studies 

and tests before bearing are tested in the 

machinery or in the field, as well as for 

verifying bearing calculations. Typically, the 

benefits of experiments by test rig depend on 

the benefits of the bearing test apparatus. 

Versatility, wide operating range, applicability 

to true scale experiments with realistic bearing 

loads, and advanced control and measuring 

systems are some critical requirements of 

bearing test apparatus. 

 

2. Methodology 

Normally, a test rig consists of a frame unit, 

a bearing unit and loading, drive unit, 

lubrication system, system controller and 

measuring systems. Most of the main 

components of the test rig were installed within 

the frame unit. Generally, the frame unit is 

relatively rigid to avoid disturbing by 

deformations and vibrations. The bearing unit 

consists of the bearing, housing, shaft and 

bearing supporting system. The housing, which 

the bearing is placed for testing normally, has a 

simplified cubic or cylindrical design, but 

housings of real types have also been used. For 

example, [2] has used a real type of bearing 

housing for simulation of a connecting rod big 

end. A large high precision roller bearing with 

both radial and axial load carrying capacity is a 

common supporting bearing type used in low 

and medium speed applications. These have 

been used, for example, by [3]. In high speed or 

extreme load applications, sliding bearings have 

been used as an alternative, for example by [4, 

5]. The shaft is typically supported on both 

sides of the bearing, but single side support 

solutions have also been used, for example by 

[6]. Tanaka (2000).  

The journal bearing test rig, used in this 

study is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: An assembly diagram of journal 

bearing test rig. 1) Frame, 2) Motor, 3) Motor 

bracket, 4) Spindle assy. 5) Bellow top plate, 6) 

Bellow guide plate, 7) Loading Lever, 8) Pivot 

assembly, 9) Chain, 10) Chain holder, 11) Load 

Cell holder, 12) Load Cell, 13) Loading plate, 

14) Bearing unit and 15) Pneumatic bellows. 

 

The test rig was fabricated and assembled 

by Ducom Inc based in Bangalore India. The 

frame of the bearing test rig consists of a base 

plate and two firm angular beams with housings 

for the journal assembly. The width, length and 

height of the frame are about 0.9, 1.1 and 1.5 m, 

respectively. The journal is mounted 

horizontally on self-aligned bearings as shown 

in Figure 4. It is rotated by the servo motor with 

timer belt of 2 over 1 pulley ratio. 

 

The journal or shaft is tightened to spindle 

by a draw bolt. The spindle is mounted to the 

inside housing rotating on taper roller bearings. 
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A centrifugally casted flawless bearing made 

from brass materials was freely slides over 

journal with clearance of 104-micronmeter. 

Hydrodynamic lubrication mechanism is 

formed as it rotates. The load is introduced by 

pulling up the bearing upwards. This radial 

force is applied by a loading lever having 1 to 2 

ratios of mechanical advantages. This loading 

lever was pulled down by pneumatic bellow 

which fixed at the below of spindle housing. 

 

 
Figure 4: An assembly of journal bearing test 

rig. 

 

3. Results 

The behaviour of hydrodynamic 

lubrication in journal bearing has been 

investigated for varying speeds, loads, oil inlet 

pressure and groove locations.  

The measurement of temperature profiles, 

pressure profiles and friction coefficient at 

specific speed for different loads and at a 

specific load for different speeds was reported 

in [7-15].  

Temperature profile in journal bearing can 

be presented as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5: Oil temperature profiles in journal 

bearing at 10kN load for speeds of 300, 400, 

500, 600, 700 and 800 rpm. 

 

Pressure profiles for different loads for 

hydrodynamic lubrication journal bearing are 

shown in Figure 6. Theoretically, increasing the 

loads at the same speed tends to increase the 

maximum pressure profile. As shown in Figure 

6, the pressure in the journal bearing increases 

as the bearing angle increases up until the 

maximum pressure position. Beyond, the 

pressure starts to decrease and becomes 

negative after the pressure termination position. 

 

 
Figure 6: Oil pressure profiles of journal 

bearing at 800 rpm for speed of 10kN, 15kN and 

20kN. 

 

4. Conclusion 

An experimental work using the test rig is 

also typically performed as preliminary studies 

and tests before bearing are tested in the 

machinery or in the field, as well as for 

verifying bearing calculations. Typically, the 

benefits of experiments by test rig depend on 

the benefits of the bearing test apparatus. 

Versatility, wide operating range, applicability 

to true scale experiments with realistic bearing 

loads, and advanced control and measuring 

systems are some critical requirements of 

bearing test apparatus. The benefits of test rig 

such as applicability to multiple or repetitive 

tests, wide range of operation, possibility of 

performing extreme value tests safely, 

possibility of using accurately adjusted bearing 

loads, possibility of studying different variables 

separately and possibility of performing 

demanding measurements is the key factors of 

test rig selection. 
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 This paper reestablishes a Cournot duopoly where two firms conduct 

innovative and imitative R&D non-cooperatively and cooperatively. In 

the first stage the firms choose R&D level and outputs and in the second 

stage. We propose the Nash-Cournot equilibrium which shows that the 

innovation and imitation should be simultaneously conducted.  This result 

explains the failure story of Nokia and the global race in technology to 

some extent. 

 
1. Introduction 

Global Innovation Index (GII) puts 

Malaysia at 35th in 2018 and ranks second in 

upper-middle income groups [1]. This position 

is two stages increment from previous year 

while Switzerland is the most innovative nation 

and topping the charts for the 8th year. In 

general, the GII outlines seventh innovation 

factors; (a) institutions, (b) human capital and 

research, (c) infrastructure, (d) market 

sophistication, (e) business sophistication, (f) 

knowledge and technology generation, and (g) 

creative output. The GII scores are also based 

by the number of patents and the publication of 

scientific journal article. In short, a policy that 

encourages the combination and coordination 

between all parties in improving the 

achievement of innovation is necessary.  

Innovation is a process of generating new 

technological outputs. However, it is not as a 

simple production function - converting input 

into output. Inputs to innovate need a culturally 

immersive and sustainable mold [2]. Firms play 

a big role in generating new technologies, but 

governments need to play a role in creating 

inputs and supporting innovation and imitation 

processes. 

This short paper presents the story of 

Nokia's failure even in their pride and best 

national innovation policy. Then we attempt to 

establish a strategic policy analysis proposing 

an optimal national policy. 

 

2. Competition in R&D  
Innovation is a competition. Every country 

is trying to be a super power of technology. For 

example, competition in 5G in 

telecommunications is now dragging all the 

countries to act aggressively by using their 

political power [3]. Huawei's CFE arrest case in 

Canada is resulting from the rivalry between 

China and the USA [4]. The emergence of 

Chinese companies: Huawei, Lenovo and China 

Mobile fears the incumbent developed nation 

companies. It is reported that from 2005 to 2016 

Chinese companies have invested more than 

USD 56 billion in technology abroad [5]. 

Eventually, Huawei is the second largest 

manufacturer of mobile phones, following 

Samsung and surpassing Apple [6]. 

 

3. A Story of Nokia 

Take a look at the history of Nokia's 

downfall, the largest telecommunications 

company in the past decade [7]. In 2007 Nokia 

controlled 80% of the market and registered 

over 6000 patent applications. But in 2012, its 

market capital fell from Euro 110 billion to 

Euro 15 billion and ended up closing in 2014. 

Figure 1 shows this dramatic trend of the 

Nokia’s market power and predecessor in the 

mobile market [8]. It turns out that the Nokia 

legend in the market is striking. But the 

downfall is also a nightmare to all current 

players. 

Nokia has emerged as a giant due to the 

combination of innovation policy in Finland 

and the collaboration between Nokia Research 

Center and several universities in its R&D. 

Therefore, what is the main reason that make 

Nokia just can be a leader for a decade? A study 

claimed that the delay in understanding the 
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changing eco system in the telecommunications 

world is the main cause. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Leadership in mobile phone [8]. 

 

The former CEO of Nokia said, "When an 

inventor in Silicon Valley opens his garage 

doors to show off his latest idea, he has 50% of 

the world market in front of him. When an 

inventor in Finland opens his garage door, he 

faces three feet of snow". Although, this is a 

joke, we realize that a new technology can only 

expand with market power. 

 

4. Strategic Policy 

Assume the industry with two firms 

conducting R & D through innovation and 

imitation. The demand function encountered by 

the firms is 𝐷−1(𝑄), where 𝑄 = 𝑞1 + 𝑞2 is the 

total quantity of the product. Each firm has a 

production cost of 𝐶𝑖(𝑞𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗)   which works 

with its own product, 𝑞𝑖, the number of 𝑥𝑖,own 

studies, which is done by itself and the number 

of studies made by 𝑥𝑗  law firms. Assumed 

𝐷−1(𝑄)  and 𝐶  are linear and defined as 

follows: 

 

𝐷−1 = 𝑎 − 𝑏𝑄  

 

with 𝑎, 𝑏 > 0 and 

 

𝐶𝑖(𝑞𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗) = [𝐴 − 𝛽𝑥𝑖 − (1 − 𝛽)𝑥𝑗]𝑞𝑖, 

𝑖 = 1,2, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 
 

with;   0 < 𝐴 < 𝑎, 

0 ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 1; 

𝑥𝑖 + 𝛽𝑥𝑗 ≤ 𝐴; 

𝑄 ≤ 𝑎 𝑏⁄ . 

The assumptions and equations used here 

are similar to the model by D'Aspremont and 

Jacquemin (Model D & J) [9]. But β in this 

model is the firm's initiative in R & D that is 

whether it's innovation or imitation. While in 

the D & J model, β is the spillover rate. 

The spillover effect means that the results 

of the R&D can be used or copied by other 

parties. This means R&D every firm will 

spillover freely. In this study it is assumed R&D 

is to reduce production costs and can be 

imitated(1 − 𝛽). R&D costs are assumed to be 

quadratic in nature where there is a reduced 

return on R&D spending. Hence the cost of 

R&D is defined as follows: 

 

𝑉 = 𝛽(𝛼
𝑥2

2
) 

 

where 𝛼 is R&D unit cost. 

 

Assume the firm determine R&D level in 

the first stage of the game and compete ala 

Cournot in the second stage. The games are 

analyzed in three conditions: 

i) The firms do not cooperate in every game 

level, meaning not cooperating in R&D 

and production,  

ii) Collaborating in R&D but not cooperating 

in production, 

iii) Creating monopoly by collaborating in 

R&D and production. 

 

Based on the above assumptions, the profit 

function is defined as follows; 

 

Π𝑖 = [𝑎 − 𝑏(𝑄)]𝑞𝑖 − [𝐴 − 𝛽𝑥𝑖 − (1 − 𝛽)𝑥𝑗]𝑞𝑖

− 𝛽[𝛾
𝑥2

2
] 

 

𝑗 ≠ 𝑖, 𝑖 = 1,2. 
 

For the first condition where firms do not 

cooperate with Nash-Cournot equilibrium is as 

follows: 

 

𝑞𝑖 =
(𝑎 − 𝐴) + (3𝛽 − 1)𝑥𝑖 + (2 − 3𝛽)𝑥𝑗

3𝑏
 

 

Now let's compare this Nash-Cournot 

balance of the model with D & J Model. In the 

D & J model the quantity is 𝑞𝑖 =
(𝑎−𝐴)+(2−𝛽)𝑥𝑖+(2𝛽−1)𝑥𝑗

3𝑏
. With a model that takes 

into account firms choosing between new and 

imitating designs is found to have the same 

effect on market power. 

In this paper we just present the Nash-

Cournot equilibrium. However, the analysis can 
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be expanded as by including the government 

policy and uncertainty [10], [11]. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Innovation is a key to economic growth. 

The role of the government in shaping culture 

and driving innovation through policies and 

budgets is important. Likewise, the role of firms 

digging science into technology is the result of 

innovation. 

An example of the history of Nokia teaches 

us that innovation is not an easy process. A 

dynamic policy and special attention is needed 

in establishing cooperation between 

government and production firms.  

This paper suggests that within the 

framework of imperfect competition, firms and 

governments need to have innovative and 

imitative R&D so that they do not miss out on 

technological developments. 
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 Carbon-copper (C-Cu) composites are known for their high electrical 

conductivity and good wear resistance. C-Cu composites are widely used 

as electrical contact devices, such as carbon brushes for engine and 

generators, and pantograph contact strips (current collector) for railway 

power collection system. There are market needs in Malaysia for the 

current collectors, as it is being assembled for PUTRA Light Rail Transit 

(LRT) since 1998. The conventional method for fabrication of C-Cu 

composite is by pressing and sintering method. However, there are 

limitations when applying this method, including lack of wetting effect 

due to high contact angle between C and Cu. Hence, several methods have 

been introduced to improve densification of C-Cu composite materials. 

Properties of C-Cu composites, such as sintered density, hardness, 

bending strength, and resistivity are crucial to be optimized. This work 

focused on the improved method of producing C-Cu composites for 

electrical and electronic applications to produce environmental friendly 

C-Cu product using local carbon material from oil palm kernel-shell. This 

work creates spin-offs for Malaysia especially in manufacturing of current 

collector and carbon brushes locally and the development of Malaysia’s 

manpower and skills in R&D in the area of friction materials. 

 
1. Introduction 

Carbon-copper (C-Cu) composites are 

known for their high electrical conductivity and 

good wear resistance. C-Cu composites 

combined the positive characteristics of thermal 

and thermal conductivity from Cu and low 

thermal expansion coefficient and lubricating 

properties from carbon/graphite. C-Cu 

composites are widely used as electrical contact 

devices, such as carbon brushes for engine and 

generators and as current-collector for railway 

power collection system. 

 

2. Background  
In Malaysia, railway market, mainly in 

Kuala Lumpur, is in the middle of major 

expansion of its existing system, and on-going 

upgrading on mainline routes. The proposed 

projects include light rail transit extensions and 

mass rapid transit system development. 

Current collector are used by the train 

system to carry electrical power from overhead 

wire or electrical third rails to the electrical 

equipment of the train. The current collector are 

mounted on the wire or the bogies. Typically, 

one or more spring-loaded arms press a 

collector against the wire or rail, and as the train 

moves, the collector slides along the rail to draw 

the electricity needed to run the motor. 

Carbon brush, on the other hand, is a device 

that conducts current between stationary and 

moving parts, most commonly in a rotating 

shaft. It may also be used in electrical 

appliances, for example, air conditioners, 

refrigerators, washing machines, vacuum 

cleaners, and starter motors. Carbon brush 

market is expected to register a steady year-on-

year growth. The market is expected to be 

driven primarily by the growth demand for 

those from automotive industries. 

There is no specific data on C-Cu 

composites usage in electrical and electronic 

application in Malaysia, especially current-

collector for rail transit application. However, 

according to the discussion with the 

management of PUTRA Rapid KL, they are 
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using more than 3,900 pieces of current-

collector per year for their 150 trains in Klang 

Valley. 

To date, there are no local manufacturer as 

all the products is being imported from France 

and Canada, since 1998. The current collector 

need to be replaced every 6 months, costing 

almost RM3 million a year. The LRT 

management and operator experiences long 

delay in delivery of the spare parts from the 

supplier. 

By producing the parts locally, the down 

time can be minimized, and the procurement 

lead-time could lower down the operational 

cost. 

 

3. Problem Statement 

The conventional method for the 

fabrication of C-Cu composite is by pressing 

and sintering. However, this technique has 

certain limitations, whereby carbon composites 

requires thermal treat up to 2500C, which is 

not economical. The poor affinity, or lack of 

wetting effect, and high contact angle between 

C (3826C) and Cu (1083C) makes it difficult 

to fabricate the composite with good interface 

bonding. Liquid Cu does not wet the carbon 

even by applying liquid phase sintering (LPS) 

above the melting point of the Cu phase. These 

result in poor mechanical properties and non-

uniformity in the quality of components 

produced. 

 

4. Conclusion 
Improved method of producing C-Cu 

composites using local carbon material is 

introduced. Natural raw material, Malaysian 

palm oil kernel-shell, is used as the alternative 

materials to replace conventional graphite 

powder. The selection of kernel-shell is not only 

due to its carbon properties, but also because of 

high amount of agricultural waste produced by 

oil palm industry. Hence, by this will reduce 

and minimize the waste. This is an economical 

process since it requires low conversion 

engineering. It also allows formation of C-Cu 

material at lower temperature by warm 

compaction process that will enhance the 

physical and mechanical properties of the 

products. This work will create spin-offs for 

Malaysia especially in the manufacturing of 

current collector and carbon brushes locally. 

The process route are as shown in Figure 1. 

The products are benched marked against 

the current collector used by PUTRA LRT. The 

testings involved includes comparing their 

densities, hardness, resistivity, strength, and 

wear coefficient. The findings and expected 

results are as shown in Figure 2. 

The Malaysia Rail supporting Industry 

Roadmap 2030 has been prepared as guideline 

for the development of railway to complement 

the growing rail transportation industry. This 

will lead to transform the local rail industry into 

a strong and sustainable business, capable of 

satisfying the demands of national rail 

transportation, and turning Malaysia into a 

competitive global player that optimizes the use 

of indigenous resources and technologies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: C-Cu composite processing route. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Comparison of properties between 

commercial and new product. 
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 Vegetable oils are highly captivating substitutes for petroleum-based oils 

and synthetic oil. However, the high viscosity of vegetable oil leads to poor 

lubrication performance. Thus, in this study, the chemically modified 

jatropha oils with and without the hBN nanoparticles additive were used as 

the metalworking fluid during the orthogonal cutting process. The 

performances were evaluated in terms of oil viscosity, cuttin force and 

cutting temperature. The results show that MJO+0.05wt.% hBN posed high 

viscosity index which correlates with low cutting  force and cutting 

temperature. It has the potential to replace the usage of synthetic ester as the 

sustainable metalworking fluid corresponds to the green machining process.   

 
1. Introduction 

Synthetic oil has been commonly used as 

lubricant. Recently, the environmental issue 

starts to arise as synthetic oil is not readily 

biodegradable. Synthetics lubricant shows low 

biodegradability of 70% to 95% compares to 

vegetable oil which is 80% to 95%. Vegetable 

oil composes good physical properties to replace 

synthetic oil but its lack in term of performances 

which correlate with poor thermal and oxidative 

stability. In addition, vegetable oil high in terms 

of freezing points and viscosity [1]. High 

viscosity leads to high friction thus correspond 

with the poor machining performance.  

Chemical modification process which 

relates to the alteration of oil structure is the best 

solution to enhance the vegetable oil 

performance [2]. Apart from that, the addition of 

a various type of additive also improved oil 

performance. The recent study has explored the 

usage of nanoparticles to improve lubricant 

performance [3-4] They found that the addition 

of nanoparticles increased the lubricant 

efficiency by providing the rolling mechanism 

of nanospheres; tribofilm formation and 

mending effect because of the minimal size. 

 In this study, the modified jatropha oils 

with and without nanoparticles additive were 

used as the metalworking fluid during the 

orthogonal cutting process. Both samples were 

compared with the commercial synthetic ester. 

The viscosity properties of all samples were 

measured and the orthogonal cutting 

performances in terms of cutting force and 

cutting temperature were evaluated.  

 

2. Experimental Procedure 

 

2.1 Sample Preparation 

The crude jatropha oil (CJO) was 

chemically modified to improve the lack of 

thermal and oxidative stability of the oil. The 

modified jatropha oil (MJO) were produced 

through transesterification process at a molar 

ratio of 3.5:1 (jatropha methyl ester (JME): 

trimethylolpropane (TMP)).  The reaction was 

regulated for 8 hours and mixed with 1% w/w 

sodium methoxide, CH3ONa as the catalyst at 

the reaction temperature of 120oC. This molar 

ratio was selected as it offers better lubrication 

properties [5]. Further, the MJO was mixed with 

0.05wt.% hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) 
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nanoparticles with a diameter of 100 nm. The 

mixing process was conducted using a magnetic 

stirrer at 700 rpm and at a temperature of 60 °C 

for 30 minutes. The kinematic viscosity and 

viscosity index of the samples were measured 

according to ASTM D445 and ASTM D2270. 

The viscometer was immersed in the heated 

lubricant at 40oC and 100oC. The samples were 

compared with commercial synthetic ester (SE), 

Unicut Jinen. 

 

2.2 Machining Process Evaluation 
Figure 1(a) shows the orthogonal cutting 

process through NC lathe Alpha 400. The 

experiment used uncoated carbide inserts, 

SPGN120308 and was mounted at the modified 

tool holder, type CSDPN 2525M12. Both tool 

holder and insert were fixed on the dynamometer, 

Kistler 9257BA to measure the cutting force 

value. The dynamometer was connected to the 

multichannel amplifier and the cutting force data 

was recorded by using Dynoware software.  The 

workpiece material used was AISI 1045 with a 

diameter of 150mm and thickness of 2mm. The 

experiment was performed under minimum 

quantity lubrication (MQL) conditions at the air 

pressure of 0.4MPa and the flow rate kept at 0.16 

l/hour. The nozzle was located 45° of angle and 

approximately 8 mm to the cutting edge as shown 

in Figure 1(b). The MQL mist was projected from 

the nozzle to the cutting to cool and lubricate the 

tool-chip interface. In addition, the maximum 

cutting temperature was captured at the cutting 

zone using the thermal imager camera FLIR i7. 

The FLIR i7 is manually handled to capture the 

image during the machining process was analysed 

through the FLIR Tools software. The 

performances of all samples were operated at 

constant parameters as shown in Table 1. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1 Oil Viscosity Analysis 

The viscosity of oil reflected the formation 

of the thin lubrication film at contact surfaces 

that prevents friction and wear during the 

machining process. Table 2 displayed the results 

of kinematic viscosity and viscosity index of all 

samples. It can be seen that synthetic ester (SE) 

posed the highest kinematic viscosity value of 

19.05 mm/s2 at 40°C and the lowest kinematic 

viscosity value of 4.33 mm/s2 at 100°C. A huge 

different gap between both kinematic viscosity 

values at 40°C and 100°C of SE correspond with 

the lowest viscosity index value (139).  

However, the kinematic viscosity value of 

MJO at 40°C becomes lower due to the chemical 

modification process. The viscosity index value 

for MJO was 196 which 41% higher compare to 

SE. This phenomenon is probably because of the 

composition of the oil has changed during the 

transesterification process [6]. In addition, the 

long carbon chain of MJO which between 16 

and 18 compared to SE which was between 8 

and 10 [7] had significantly affected the 

viscosity value.  

The presence of 0.05wt.% of hBN 

nanoparticles in MJO-based oil improved the 

viscosity index (211) by 7 to 52% compared to 

MJO and SE. Meanwhile, the addition of hBN 

nanoparticles in MJO increased the kinematic 

viscosity values at 40°C (17.13 mm/s2) and at 

100°C (4.66 mm/s2). The high viscosity index of 

0.05wt.% hBN significantly affected by the 

lower thermal expansion coefficient of hbN 

(1x10-6/oC) [8]. The high viscosity index of 

MJO+0.05wt,% hBN will provide a stable 

lubrication film within the operating 

temperature range. To add on, at high viscosity 

index, the viscosity of oil dropped considerably 

slower and remained as fluid as the temperature 

decreased. 

 

 
Figure 1: Orthogonal cutting setup. 

 

Table 1: Orthogonal cutting parameters. 

Description Values 

Cutting speed, Vc (m/min) 350 

Feed rate, fr (mm/rev) 0.08 

Width of cut, d (mm) 2 

 

Table 2: Viscosity values. 

Description Synthetic 

Ester (SE) 
MJO MJO + 

0.05wt.

% hBN 
Kinematic 

viscosity at 40°C, ν 

(mm/s2) 

19.05 16.87 17.13 

Kinematic 

viscosity at 100°C, 

ν (mm/s2) 

4.33 4.49 4.66 

Viscosity Index 139 196 211 

 

3.2 Orthogonal Cutting Performance 

From Figure 2(a) and 2(b), it can be seen 

that synthetic ester (SE) displayed the highest 

cutting force (491 N) and cutting temperature 

(239 ᵒC) compare to others. This phenomenon 

was due to the lowest viscosity value of SE 

which formed the worst lubrication film at the 

tool chip contact surfaces. The low viscosity 

index of SE attributed to inadequate lubrication 

film thus increased the friction and generated 

high heat at the tool chip contact surfaces.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 2: (a) Cutting force results; (b) Cutting 

temperature results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of lubrication film 

of MJO+0.05wt.% hBN. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In can be concluded that the presence of 

hBN nanoparticles at 0.05wt.% significantly 

enhanced the viscosity properties by increasing 

the viscosity index value. The high viscosity 

index of MJO+0.05wt.% hBN provided 

excellent lubrication film which tends to reduce 

the cutting force and cutting temperature during 

the machining process. MJO+0.05wt.% hBN 

has the potential to replace the usage of synthetic 

ester as the sustainable metalworking fluid 

corresponds to the green machining process.  
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 The present study investigates the performance of two ionic liquids (ILs) 

namely, trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl) 

phosphinate (IL1) and trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium decanoate (IL2) 

as lubricant additive in bio-based oil, trimethylolpropane trioleate 

(TMPTO). The compatibility of the ILs with other conventional additives 

namely, glycerol monooleate (GMO) and molybdenum dithiocarbamate 

(MoDTC) were also evaluated. The additives were added at 1.0 wt.% 

concentration and evaluated in terms of their friction and wear reducing 

abilities. High frequency reciprocating rig (HFRR) tribotester were 

employed to evaluate the tribological performance under boundary 

lubrication regime using piston ring-cast iron contact geometry. The 

results implied that the combination of IL, GMO and MoDTC improved 

the tribological performance of TMPTO. They showed good friction 

reduction and able to reduce the specific wear rate.  

 
1. Introduction 

Conventional petroleum lubricants have 

been known to pose pollution to the 

environment. The pollution comes from the 

poor disposal techniques and accidental 

spillage, causing severe damages to the 

environment. As alternative, bio-based 

lubricants are starting to gain more and more 

popularity mainly because of how they are 

environmentally friendly, biodegradable and 

exhibited superior frictional performance [1]. 

Therefore, many studies have been done to 

explore more benefits that we can obtain from 

bio-based lubricants. 

Lubricant efficiency is always judged by 

determining how much friction and wear it 

produces due to the frequent interaction 

between moving parts. In most cases, wear is 

the bigger concern compared to friction because 

wear affects the performance of a mechanical 

system and maintenance interval.         Hence, 

various lubricant formulations with different 

additive technologies have been widely studied 

to identify the ultimate lubricant that would 

result in less friction and wear while also 

enhancing performance. 

Ionic liquid has been famously studied 

because of its unique properties and 

characteristics. It is also known as a green 

solvent due to its minimal risk towards the 

environment. As neat lubricant, ionic liquid 

possesses the right qualities like having superior 

tribological performance, low vapor pressure, 

high thermal stability and non-flammable [2, 3]. 

However, ionic liquid is still rather expensive. 

Thus, for now, it would be economically better 

to use it as a lubricant additive instead of as base 

lubricant. 

To date, there is still a large gap regarding 

the performance of ionic liquid as additive in 

different base oil and their compatibility with 

other commercial lubricant additives. 

Therefore, the aim of the present study is to 

investigate the tribological performance of 

ionic liquid mixed with two other commercial 

additives, namely glycerol monooleate (GMO) 

and molybdenum dithiocarbamate (MoDTC). A 

bio-based lubricant, namely trimethylolpropane 

trioleate (TMPTO) was used as the base oil 

instead of conventional mineral-based oil. The 

tribological characteristics will be evaluated 

using high frequency reciprocating rig (HFRR) 

with piston ring-cast iron contact geometry. 
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2. Methodology 
All the materials were obtained 

commercially and used directly without any 

prior modification. Two types of ionic liquid 

were chosen to be investigated in this study 

namely, trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium bis 

(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinate (IL1) and 

trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium decanoate 

(IL2). They were chosen specifically because 

they are well-miscible in oil and contain 

phosphorus, a well-known element for 

improving tribological performance of sliding 

interfaces as reported by previous researchers 

[4].  

TMPTO was selected to be used as the base 

oil as TMP ester has been widely reported to 

have good lubricity [5, 6]. GMO and MoDTC 

were selected as they have been reported to be 

good friction modifiers that could effectively 

reduce friction when used together [7]. The 

additives were added into TMPTO based on 

weight-to-weight percentage and blended using 

magnetic stirrer to ensure a homogeneous 

solution. The weight-to-weight percentage 

composition is as presented below. 

 

Table 1: Additive composition for each sample. 

Sample 
Concentration (wt.%) 

TMP IL1 IL2 G M 

TMPTO 100 - - - - 

TMP+IL

1 
99 1 - - - 

TMP+IL

2 
99 - 1 - - 

TMP+IL

1 +G+M 
97 1 - 1 1 

TMP+IL

2 +G+M 
97 - 1 1 1 

 

 
 

Figure 1: HFRR test set up. 

 

Evaluation of coefficient of friction (COF) 

was done using HFRR. Actual piston ring 

specimens were used and slid against grey cast 

iron plate as presented in Figure 1. To ensure 

boundary lubrication regime is involved, high 

normal load (100 N) and moderate speed (10 

Hz) were employed for duration of 60 min. The 

stroke length was set 5 mm and oil bath 

temperature was kept constant at 75 ºC. Upon 

completion, the CoF was determined as the ratio 

of frictional force, F (N) and applied load, W 

(N). Afterwards, the specific rate for each 

sample was calculated based on mass loss of 

cast iron plate and piston ring segment after 1 

hour of HFRR tribotesting. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 presents the frictional trend and 

the average resulting COF (stated in bracket) 

for all samples during HFRR test. Throughout 

60 minutes, the COF trend showed that all 

tested samples took roughly 10 to 15 minutes in 

order to shift from running-in to steady state 

condition. Neat TMPTO without additive 

produced the highest average COF of 0.079 

while the optimized lubricant sample 

T+IL1+G+M resulted the lowest COF of 0.051, 

about 35% lower than that of base oil without 

any additive. 

When comparing the two ionic liquids, 

T+IL1 produced average COF of 0.062 while 

T+IL2 resulted in average COF of 0.065, 

roughly about 5% difference. The results 

indicated that both ILs were capable of further 

reducing the COF of TMPTO base oil. 

Difference in performance between IL1 and IL2 

can be accredited to the difference in 

phosphorus content. IL1 contains phosphorus in 

both cation and anion part while IL2 only 

contains phosphorus in the anion part. It was 

reported that phosphorus-containing ILs help in 

further reduction of COF through the adsorption 

of IL-derived tribofilm onto the interacting 

surfaces and form phosphoric acid (friction 

modifier) during surface interaction [4, 8]. 

T+IL2+G+M produced average COF of 

0.062, about 21% lower and 22% higher than 

those of neat TMPTO and T+IL1+G+M 

respectively. Such results suggested that in 

overall, the combination of selected lubricant 

additives is suitable and can function 

synergistically in reducing friction when 

compared to neat base oil. The result was also 

in coherence with that of when IL was added 

alone, implying that IL1 was better than IL2 for 

friction reduction. 

As presented in Table 2, the combination of 

additives resulted in lower specific wear rate 

compared to those of neat TMPTO. Such result 

can be related with lower COF recorded by 

additivated samples, indicating that reduction of 

friction between interacting interfaces lead to 

lower volume loss of surface material. 

However, in depth analysis of the surface 

characteristics and morphology need to be 

carried out using scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM). 
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Figure 2: Variation of COF over time and the average COF for each samples (shown in bracket). 

 

The possible justifications for friction 

reduction offered by the additives are as 

follows. Friction reduction of GMO is achieved 

through the adsorption of negatively-charged 

hydroxyl group on metallic surfaces [9]. For 

MoDTC, it’s decomposition during rubbing 

motion resulted in the formation of low shear 

strength MoS2 tribolayer [7, 10] However, to 

confirm the formation of such tribolayers, in 

depth analyzing techniques such as X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger 

electron microscopy (AES) need to be 

incorporated. 

  

Table 2: Specific wear rate for tested all 

samples. 

Sample 

Specific wear rate 

(mm3/N.mm) 

Cast iron 

plate 

Piston ring 

segment 

TMPTO 0.007049 0.007864 

T+IL1 0.003725 0.003241 

T+IL2 0.004147 0.003814 

T+IL1+G+M 0.002410 0.002145 

T+IL2+G+M 0.002637 0.002364 

 

4. Conclusion and Recommendations 

From the results obtained, the combination 

of IL, GMO and MoDTC at were able to reduce 

the average COF and specific wear rate when 

compared to those of additive-free TMPTO 

base oil, suggesting that all three additives work 

synergistically in reducing friction and wear. 

On the basis of obtained results, the 

following actions are recommended to carry out 

in order to increase the significance of this 

study. First, in depth analyzing techniques need 

to be carried out to confirm the involvement of 

each additive in the formation of tribolayers 

during operation. Then, optimization tools can 

be implemented to optimize the composition of 

each additive component that will result in 

minimal friction and wear. The use of 

optimization tools also can indirectly help in 

saving the overall formulation cost by reducing 

the amount of a particular additive. 
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 Palm oil has big potential to be developed as an alternative resource to the 

existing mineral oil based lubricant. It has good adaptability to the 

environment as it has low toxicity and highly degradable. However, due to 

the existence of double bond on its fatty acid molecular structures, it prone 

to oxidation process and caused them less effective when exposed to high 

temperature application. This article outlines the development of palm oil 

and the effort carried out to improve the capabilities and performances to be 

used as lubricant oil. The performance of bio-based lubricant in journal 

bearing application were also discovered and reviewed. 

 
1. Introduction 

Palm oil is classified under edible oil group 

which is usually used as cooking oil or added to 

the food for dressing purposes. Edible oil can 

also divide into another three main groups 

which is saturated oil, mono-saturated oil and 

poly-saturated oil. These oils are differentiated 

in terms of their molecule structures and having 

different physical and chemical characteristics. 

Palm oil is originated from mesocarp which is 

extracted from their shell and kernel. This 

mesocarp or also known as crude palm oil 

(CPO) was then undergoes some chemical 

process treatment including degumming, 

bleaching and deodorizing. The treatment is 

required to remove all unwanted particles, color 

pigments and the odour of the oils. Palm oil 

structures consists two main elements which is 

glycerol and fatty acids. Normally glycerol is 

presented in one formation while fatty acid can 

be formed in various lengths. Glycerol 

molecule structure has three alcoholic groups 

which provide interactions to the fatty acid 

resulted various fatty acid chain including 

mono-glycerides, di-glycerides and tri-

glycerides as illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

2. Palm Oil Based Lubricant 

The possibilities of using palm oil as 

lubricant in engineering applications have been 

widely study all over the world. Most of studies 

were concerned on the performance of palm oil 

towards tribological characteristics including 

friction coefficient, wear behavior, thermal 

resistivity and the physical worn appearances. 

Palm oil has long fatty acid chain that has 

capability to provide strong intermolecular 

interaction to the metal surfaces. The fatty acid 

chain has good affinity and uniformly attached 

to the metal surfaces thus provide less friction 

during sliding motion. Besides, palm oil also 

has some weaknesses. It prone to oxidation due 

to the double bond on its 9th and 10th carbon 

chain that is very unstable. Adding some 

organic anti-oxidant might help to some extent 

[1]. When comparing to others vegetable oil 

like coconut oil, it shows slightly higher friction 

over the time but exhibited higher flash point 

and more efficient in terms of total fuel 

consumption [2]. Some of palm oil based 

lubricant have high slip melting point, meaning 

that, it has high viscosity at low temperature. 

This will definitely affect the fluidity and pour 

point of the lubricant itself. However, it can be 

improved by trans-esterification process and 

able to maintain the palm oil in liquid phase at 

temperature of 0 °C [3]. Other than that, the 

performance of palm oil based lubricant can 

also be improved by blending palm oil with 

others edible oil such as soya bean oil, coconut 
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oil and many more. The combinations of this 

blending oil with certain ratios were able to 

increase the viscosity properties, oxidative 

stability, reduce friction and corrosion effect to 

the metal surfaces [4-6]. Palm oil based 

lubricant was also being used as an additive to 

the mineral oil based lubricant. The long fatty 

acid chain in palm oil is acting like friction 

modifiers that capable to reduce friction and 

wear [7], lower crankshaft temperature [8], 

improve machining efficiency [9] and reduce 

the emission level [10]. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

(c) 

 
 

Figure 1: Palm oil carbon chain (a) glycerol (b) 

fatty acid (c) tri-glycerides 

 

3. Bio-Based Lubricant in Journal Bearing 

Journal bearing consisted simplest 

mechanism on its operation. It provided high 

load carrying capacity as the rotational speed of 

the journal will create sufficient lubricant 

pressure to counter the radial load and minimize 

surface contact. There are lot of factors 

contributing to the journal bearing performance 

including the viscosity behavior of the 

lubricant, geometry design as well as the 

operating parameters itself. For example, the 

grooved line on the shaft surfaces provided less 

abrasive impact and reduced surface 

deterioration compared to smooth surface as 

seen in Figure 2 [9]. The changes in viscosity 

due to temperature variations was also affected 

the friction behavior in the journal bearing as 

presented in Figure 3 [11]. 

The experimental study on the bio-based 

lubricant in journal bearing was very limited. 

Bio based lubricant was significantly able to 

reduce the friction coefficient in two mating 

surfaces. It was also demonstrated good thermal 

resistivity, high flash point, low volatility, 

intoxicate and high level of degradability [12]. 

Most of the conducted researches are using 

rapeseed oil as lubricant oil because it was 

easily modified and has good combination with 

others compound. Rapeseed oil synthetic ester 

oil provided low wear value and frictional 

torque especially at mixed lubrication regime 

[13]. The molecule structures of rapeseed oil 

can be also modified chemically to improve its 

capability. When nanoparticles is added to this 

modified rapeseed oil, this combination 

provided low friction coefficient and 

demonstrated higher maximum pressure 

compared to mineral based oil SAE 40 [14]. 

The modified rapeseed oil was further 

compared with soya bean oil. It was found that 

there is no significant different in terms of 

pressure distribution along the bearing 

circumferences, however soya bean oil 

exhibited very thin oil film thickness and not 

recommended  to be used in journal bearing 

[15]. Others study were investigating the 

inedible oil like jatropha oil, neem oil and neem 

oil in journal bearing operation. It was found 

that, castor oil generated high power losses and 

high frictional torque due to its high viscosity at 

low temperature. The viscosity was also quickly 

responded to the increase in length to diameter 

ratio [16]. Unlike jatroha oil, it was able to 

increase the maximum pressure as well as 

improve the load carrying capacity when 

compared to synthetic based lubricant Turbinol 

XT46 [17]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Groove line on the shaft surface [18]. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Viscosity effect on the friction 

behavior at bearing circumference [11]. 
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4. Future Challenge 

The main challenge is to improve the 

capability of bio-based lubricant to be widely 

used in journal bearing application. More study 

is needed to overcome the weaknesses of bio-

based lubricant especially when dealing with 

oxidation reaction and low temperature 

behaviors. These are the two main issues that 

always hindered them to be used in most of 

engineering applications. Extensive study 

might consider the physical and chemical 

modification of molecular structures of bio-

based oil to enhance their performances.   

 

5. Conclusion 

The main concerns of bio-based lubricant 

to be applied in journal bearing application are 

the capability to withstand thermo-viscosity 

behaviors. The nature of operation of journal 

bearing is demanding high flexibility of thermo-

viscosity characteristics as the dynamic motion 

is expected to take place during the operation. 

These should be the direction for the 

researchers in order to uplifting the potential of 

bio-based lubricant to be the best alternatives 

for lubricant oil in future.  
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 Fe-33Ni-19Cr alloy was undergo a cyclic oxidation test at 700°C for 150 

cycles.  Cyclic oxidation test is a basic approach of characterization of 

oxidation resistant materials to predict service lifetime of components and 

to assist materials selection. The as-received alloy was experienced a 

series of surface preparation using SiC paper until P600 grit surface finish. 

The purpose of grinding process is to provide a groove effect to initiate 

the formation of oxide scales. The oxide phases analysis and oxide scales 

morphology of oxidized samples was examined using X-ray Diffraction 

and Scanning Electron Microscope. The oxide scales formed on the 

samples surface composes of several phases mainly of Cr-Ti, Mn-Cr and 

Cr-rich oxides. The oxide scale morphology formed on the alloy surface 

was uniform and continuous oxide. 

 
1. Introduction 

Fe-33Ni-19Cr alloy is a Ni-based alloy 

commercially used for high temperature 

applications as construction materials. For that 

reason, the oxidation behavior of alloy has been 

extensively studied. Because of nickel oxide 

grows relatively fast, alloying element are 

normally added to improve its high temperature 

oxidation and corrosion resistance, as well as 

mechanical properties. The element contains on 

the alloy is purposely added to give the up-most 

benefit to the alloy system in high temperature 

condition. Sufficient amount of each element 

will provide protection against high 

temperature oxidation by forming compact, 

continuous slow growing oxides and 

thermodynamically stable compounds [1-4]. 

Fe-33Ni-19Cr alloy usually used as a 

component in construction material in power 

generation and thermal processing application 

such as heat exchanger and heat treating furnace 

where the equipment normally function as 

repeating start-up and shut down cycles. In 

addition, certain component would undergo 

long service times that require a material which 

may sustain high temperature service condition. 

Consequently, the cyclic oxidation testing 

would give great understanding in the materials 

behavior during high temperature service and 

different operational condition.  

Cyclic operation and extended time service 

resulting difference in thermal stress between 

metal and its oxide which results in oxide 

spalling. Prolonged oxidation and spalling will 

result in increased metal losses and decreased in 

thickness of the metal sheet. To mitigate oxide 

spallation, researchers has found that surface 

modification, thermomechanical treatment and 

grain refinement would give superior effect on 

oxidation rate. Surface modification and 

thermomechanical treatment had been 

comprehensively investigated by other 

researchers on Fe-Ni-Cr alloy system. Hänsel et 

al. [5] studies the oxidation and carburization of 

3 different composition of Fe-Ni-Cr alloy 

exposed under thermal cycling conditions at 

temperatures of 650ºC, 700ºC and 750ºC. The 

research finding shows that thermal cycling 

would result in repetitive spallation of the oxide 

scales which initiated the reduction of 

chromium content in the metal surface. Besides, 

the important factors in the alloy non-reaction 

to the working environment are the temperature 

and surface treatment. The rougher surface 

develop a more resistant to scale spallation.  

Considering that high temperature cyclic 

oxidation is an important cause of damage to 
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Ni-based alloy, this study aimed at evaluating 

the effect of surface preparation on the cyclic 

oxidation resistance of an Fe-33Ni-19Cr alloy. 

 

2. Experimental Procedure 

The Fe-33Ni-19Cr alloy used in this study 

was commercial Alloy 800H (UNS N08810), 

with measured chemical composition (in wt%): 

32.5 Ni, 18.9 Cr, 0.08 C, 0.053 Al, 0.49 Ti, 0.32 

Si, 0.56 Mn, 0.01 P, 0.08 Cu and balance Fe. A 

test sample was cubical coupons with nominal 

dimensions of 10 x 10 x 3 mm. The cut sample 

were ground to P600 grit surface finish, cleaned 

with acetone and the dimension of the sample 

was measured. All samples were weight before 

and after the oxidation experiment to measure 

the weight changes using Metler AT400 

analytical balance with sensitivity of 0.1 mg. 

The cyclic oxidation tests were investigated by 

means of discontinuous testing at 700°C up to 

150 cycles. All the samples were subjected to a 

short oxidation period at working temperature 

for one hour and then the furnace was moved 

away from the hot zone position for 20 minutes 

for the sample to cool down to about 200°C. 

These cycles were repeated until 150 cycles for 

each oxidation test. For examination of oxide 

scales formation, the samples underwent 

discontinuous cyclic oxidation at 25, 50, 75, 

100, 125 and 150 cycles. The weight change 

after each exposure cycle was recorded. The 

oxide phases and surface morphology analysis 

of oxidized samples was characterized by X-ray 

Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-

Ray Spectroscopy (EDX). 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1 Phase Analysis of Oxidized Fe-33Ni-19Cr 

Alloy 

The phase analysis of oxide scales formed 

on the alloy surface of oxidized samples after 

150 cycles has been examined using XRD 

technique. The most intense peaks correspond 

to the base alloy austenite phase due to the thin 

oxide layer formed at the alloy surface. The 

main oxide detected was Cr-rich which indicate 

the formation of Cr2O3, Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 and 

(Cr0.88Ti0.12)2O3 oxides phases. The Ti-rich 

oxide also detected correspond to TiO2 and 

(Ti0.97Cr0.03)O2 oxides phases. The 

formation of Cr-Ti and Ti-rich oxides are 

believed to reduce the Cr volatilization effect of 

Cr2O3 oxide. On the other hand, the formation 

of Mn-Cr spinel oxide are also said to reduce 

the Cr activity, hence mitigate the oxide 

exfoliation [4]. Other than MnCr2O4 oxide, 

other spinel oxide phases detected are 

MnFe2O4, FeCr2O4, NiCr2O4 and NiFe2O4.  

The formation of Fe-rich oxide is also 

observed on the XRD spectrum, which consists 

of hematite (Fe2O3) and magnetite (Fe3O4) 

phases. The formation of hematite is believed to 

improve the oxide bonding between the 

underneath layer spinel oxide due to the similar 

CTE volume in between hematite and spinel. 

However, it is recommended to reduce the 

formation of magnetite due to the large CTE 

volume between magnetite and other oxide 

phases, such as hematite, spinel, Cr oxide and 

also the base metal [6]. 

 

3.2 Surface Morphology Of Oxidized Fe-

33Ni-19Cr Alloy 

Oxide scales morphology of oxidized Fe-

33Ni-19Cr alloy after 50 cycles is shown in 

Figure 1.  Figure 1 (a) shows low magnification 

SEM image (1000x), exhibited uniform oxide 

layer formed on the alloy surface with visible of 

scratch mark from surface preparation process 

prior the cyclic oxidation test. The main 

purpose of the surface preparation up to P600 

grit finish is to provide a groove surface to 

initiate the initial oxide scales formation, hence 

further developed the continuous oxide scales 

on the entire alloy surface. The groove surface 

results from the grinding process cause the alloy 

surface experienced a cold working effect on 

the subsurface regions which assists the 

diffusion process form bulk metal of metal ion 

and oxygen ion from the atmosphere. The close-

up image (Figure 1 (b)) displayed an oxide 

scales formed on the groove surface. The 

groove effect still can be seen due to the 

formation of thin oxide scales after 50 cycles of 

cyclic oxidation test. Figure 1 (c) shows the 

high magnification SEM image (10,000x), 

displayed a continuous oxide scales formed on 

the alloy surface. An elemental EDX analysis 

on Figure 1 (b) revealed an enrichment of 

elements O and Cr with smaller amount of Fe 

and Ni detected with other minor elements such 

as Mn, Ti, Al and Si. This analysis results 

showed that the oxide scale formed on the alloy 

surface composed of mixed oxides phases. 

Figure 2 (a-b) and (c-d) shows SEM image 

of oxidized Fe-33Ni-19Cr alloy after 75 and 

100 cycles, respectively. The image shows that 

the continuous oxide scales was formed on the 

alloy surface. The low magnification SEM 

image at 1000x marks a groove surface effect 

from the surface preparation. Moreover, the 

high magnification of SEM image at 10,000x 

shows a close-up view of oxide scale particle 

which linkage each other to formed protective 

surface oxide scales.  

The grinding effect during surface preparation 

results the cold working effect on the 

subsurface regions of the alloy, contain large 
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numbers of dislocations which assist diffusion. 

Additionally, the alloy regions recrystallize, to 

form small grained structure. The volume of 

grain boundaries is increased which provides 

fast diffusion routes for chromium, which 

allows that metal to diffuse to the alloy surface 

and form a continuous and protective oxide 

layer. The internal precipitation may be 

eliminating due scale formation that prevents 

the access of gas to the metal. Even though the 

scale spalls, it forms rapidly by the relatively 

rapid diffusion of chromium across the grain 

boundaries to the surface [5]. This mechanism 

cannot be achieved in the alloys which had been 

chemically etched, because of the removal of 

the surface regions which had been 

mechanically damaged. This fact was 

generating the idea of ground surface alloy prior 

the oxidation test, without etching [7]. On the 

other hand, the ground surface sample was 

developing a micro scratch that provides a base 

structure for oxide nucleation. Primarily, the 

sample surface was ground to a 600 grit finish 

to enhance the suitable surface roughness. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

 

Figure 1: SEM image of oxidized Fe-33Ni-

19Cr alloy after 50 cycles.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
 

Figure 2: SEM image of oxidized Fe-33Ni-

19Cr alloy after (a-b) 75 cycles; (c-d) 100 

cycles. 

 

Figure 3 shows a SEM image of oxidized 

Fe-33Ni-19Cr alloy after 150 cycles. The low 

magnification (1000x) SEM images of Figure 3 

(a) displayed a continuous oxide scales with 

evidence of overgrown oxide particles 

distributed along the alloy surface. This 

phenomenon remarks the formation of thick 

oxide scales due to the rapid diffusion of metal 

ion. Whereas, Figure 3 (b) shows the close-up 

image of oxide particles which formed a 

protective oxide layer. No evidence of oxide 

spallation was examined from 50 cycles to 150 

cycles exposure, indicated that the surface 

preparations prior the cyclic oxidation test was 

contributed to the rapid formation of initial 

oxide scales to developed a continuous 

protective oxide layer that encapsulated the 

alloy. An elemental EDX analysis on the 

overgrown oxide particles at area A was 

enriched of elements O and Cr with traces 
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amount of elements Mn and Ti. Whereas, the 

EDX analysis on the matrix area at B, indicated 

high amount of elements O and Cr, with slightly 

high Fe and Ni content and minor presence of 

other alloying element. This analysis 

demonstrated that the overgrown oxide 

particles composed of Cr-rich oxide mainly 

consists of Cr2O3, MnCr2O3 and/or 

(Cr0.08Ti0.12)2O3. Whereas, the matrix area 

composed of Cr-rich, Fe and Ni based oxide 

consists of Cr2O3, Cr1.3Fe0.7O3, FeCr2O4, 

NiCr2O4 and/or NiFe2O4.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

Figure 3: SEM image of oxidized Fe-33Ni-

19Cr alloy after 150 cycles. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, the formation of oxide scales 

on the Fe-33Ni-19Cr alloy surface after several 

cycles was study. Several oxide phases was 

formed composed of Cr-rich, Fe-rich and spinel 

oxides structure. Oxidation exposure at 150 

cycles developed the protective Cr oxide with 

overgrown oxide particles.  
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 Surface texturing techniques are widely used to investigate improvement 

in tribological performance. This paper presents an overview of surface 

texturing in Malaysia for tribological applications. Research trends on 

surface texturing in Malaysia are described as follows: Metals, composites 

and coatings; Machining and cold extrusion; Piston and bearing 

lubrication. Surface texturing on metals, composites and coatings are 

potential methods for reducing friction and wear and generating 

hydrophobicity properties. Surface textures also improve machining and 

extrusion performance by enhancing lubricant availability at the contact 

points, thereby reducing friction, wear, temperature, machining forces and 

extrusion pressures. A micro dimple distribution on piston and bearing 

surfaces provide lubrication, generate load capacity and reduce friction. 

 
1. Introduction 

Surface texturing is a way to alter surface 

features that lead to remarkable improvement in 

tribological characteristics of sliding surfaces in 

relative motion. Surface texturing in the scale of 

nm~μm is becoming an important new design 

parameter for a tribo-system in addition to 

apparent contact area, clearance, contact load, 

sliding velocity, contact materials, surface 

roughness, lubricants, temperature, and 

atmosphere1. In the coming age of depletion of 

resources, breakthroughs in tribology are 

required for the technology of health and 

sustainability [1]. 

Theoretical studies and experimental 

investigations on textured surfaces have shown 

improvement in the tribological performance 

characteristics. This review presents an 

overview of research on surface texturing in 

Malaysia. An overview of manufacturing 

techniques for texturing is presented. Reviews 

on surface texturing is followed by an outline of 

research on surface texturing in Malaysia for 

tribological applications. 

 

2. Reviews on Surface Texturing 

Baharin et al. [2] and Wahab et al. [3] 

presented an overview of laser technology in 

surface texturing process. Laser beam 

machining using Nd:YAG laser is mostly used 

for surface texturing. The texturing is done on 

the substrates as well as on coated surface of the 

material to improve tribological properties [2]. 

Laser technology generates the most 

controllable and precise geometries. This 

technique is environmentally friendly because it 

does not utilize any chemical reagent, nor does 

it produce significant waste [3]. Wahab et al. [4] 

reviewed laser technology for producing super-

hydrophobicity characteristic of materials 

surface. This technique offers the most control 

and precision over the produced geometry. 

Arslan et al. [5] presented an overview of 

manufacturing micro-/nano-textures for 

tribological applications. The effects of surface 

textures on cutting tool performance are 

examined. Texture quality is greatly affected by 

manufacturing methods, therefore, it is 

important to have a detailed understanding of 

the related parameters of any technique. These 

textures improve cutting performance by 

enhancing lubricant availability at the contact 

point, reducing the tool-chip contact area, and 

trapping wear debris. Reductions in crater and 

flank wear, friction force, cutting forces, and 

cutting temperature are the main benefits 
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obtained by this technique. Rahman et al. [6] 

outlined a brief review on friction reduction via 

dimples for pistons. Micro dimple texturing on 

piston surfaces improve engine efficiency. 

Research works related to reviews on 

surface texturing are presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Reviews on surface texturing. 

Description Authors 

Laser technology in 

surface texturing 

Baharin et al. [2], 

Wahab et al. [3] 

Laser technology in 

superhydrophobicity 

Wahab et al. [4] 

Manufacturing micro-

/nano-textures 

Arslan et al. [5] 

Dimple structures for 

pistons 

Rahman et al. [6] 

 

3. Research on Surface Texturing in 

Malaysia for Tribological Applications 

Ghazali et al. [7] investigated the effect of 

dimpled texture diameter and depth on ceramic 

coating on mild steels in entrapping wear debris 

and foreign materials during the wear erosion 

test. Dimples of 150 μm diameter and 50 μm 

depth have successfully entrapping wear debris 

and other foreign materials during the erosion 

test in seawater and slurry environment. Wahab 

et al. [8] investigated the effects of laser surface 

micro-groove textures on the tribological 

behaviour of a plasma-sprayed Al2O3 – 

13%TiO2 coating. The textured coatings 

showed decreased wear rate with a slight 

reduction on the friction coefficient due to the 

entrapment of the wear debris within the 

grooves.  Wahab et al. [9] investigated erosion 

damage on the surface textured alumina-based 

coating. The erosion damage of textured 

coatings is dependent on the impact angles of 

SiO2 particles. The erosion wear mechanism is 

found to be varied with the formation of the 

micro-groove textured coatings. 

 Arslan et al. [10] evaluated performance of 

textured and un-textured DLC coating at 

various temperatures in oil lubricated 

reciprocating sliding tests. DLC textured 

samples showed higher wear resistance 

compared to un-textured DLC coating in the 

temperature range of 30–125 °C. Arslan et al. 

[11] investigated the effectiveness of indirect 

laser textured DLC for cam/tappet contact in an 

engine based on the analysis of laser textured 

hydrogenated DLC coating under line contact 

configuration. Texture diameters and densities 

are varied to investigate the tribological 

performance of texture configurations. The 

tribological performance of a cylinder on a 

coated plate can be enhanced with texture 

diameter of 50 μm with 20% density. Mohmad 

et al. [12] investigated the effect of dimple size 

on the tribological performances of laser 

surface-textured palm kernel-activated carbon-

epoxy (PKAC-E) composite. The friction 

coefficient decreased with increasing dimple 

diameter of surface textured PKAC-E 

composite. 

Nurul and Syahrullail [13, 14] explored the 

effectiveness of micro-pit textures embedded 

on taper die sliding contact surface on finish 

product of cold extrusion process. Both palm 

and mineral oil based lubricants were tested for 

cold extrusion processes. The extrusion load of 

taper die with micro-pits is lower than taper die 

without micro-pits.  

Fauzun et al. [15] presented micro-bulges 

investigation on laser modified tool steel. 

Surface morphology were analyzed for focal 

position effect on melted pool size, angle of 

peaks geometry and laser modified layer depth. 

The effect of laser irradiance and interaction 

time on surface morphology configuration is 

significant to enhance surface properties of 

laser modified steel and cast iron for dies and 

high wear resistance applications. 

 

Table 2: Research on surface texturing in 

malaysia for tribological applications. 

Description Authors 

Dimple texture effects on 

ceramic coating on mild 

steels 

Ghazali et al. 

[7] 

Tribological behaviour and 

erosion damage of laser 

surface textured coatings 

Wahab et al. 

[8, 9] 

Performance of textured DLC 

coating at various 

temperatures in oil lubricated 

tests 

Arslan et al. 

[10, 11] 

Dimple size effects on laser 

surface-textured palm kernel-

activated carbon-epoxy 

composite 

Mohmad et al. 

[12] 

Micro-pit textures on taper 

die sliding contact surface of 

cold extrusion process 

Nurul and 

Syahrullail 

[13, 14] 

Surface morphology 

investigations on laser 

modified tool steel 

Fauzun et al. 

[15] 

Partially textured slip slider 

and journal bearing analysis 

Rao et al. [16, 

17] 

Analysis of partially textured 

long journal bearing 

Hamdavi et al. 

[18] 

Analysis of journal bearing 

with multi-depth textured 

surface 

Faez et al. [19] 

Computational fluid dynamics 

study of dimples produced by 

turning  

Rahman et al. 

[20] 

 

Rao et al. [16, 17] presented a theoretical 

model of partially textured slip slider and 
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journal bearing. A partially textured slip 

bearing is analyzed considering both finite 

number of cells [16] and large number of cells 

based on narrow groove theory [17]. Partially 

textured slip is effective in the case of parallel 

slider and concentric journal bearing that yield 

an improvement in load capacity and reduction 

in coefficient of friction. Hamdavi et al. [18] 

studied the effect of partially textured surface of 

hydrodynamic long journal bearing on the 

pressure distribution and load carrying capacity. 

Partial surface texture has remarkable effect on 

functional characteristics of hydrodynamic 

journal bearings, i.e. load carrying capacity and 

lubricant film pressure. Faez et al. [19] analyzed 

the performance of a grooved hydrodynamic 

journal bearing with a multi-depth textured 

surface. Rahman et al. [20] studied the influence 

of dimple geometries produced by turning 

process using computational fluid dynamics. 

Single and multiple periodic dimples were 

studied to address actual dimple orientation 

following the turning process. Single periodic 

dimples generated higher load capacity with 

increasing Reynolds number, dimple width and 

dimple depth. Multiple periodic dimples 

generated lower load capacity compared to 

single periodic dimples. 

An overview of research on surface 

texturing in Malaysia is presented in Table 2. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Surface texturing can be beneficial in 

increasing the life span of a material. Textured 

surface geometries and operating conditions 

significantly influence in friction and wear 

reduction, lubrication and load capacity 

enhancement. Surface texture fabrication 

techniques have significant influence on 

tribological performance improvement. 
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 In this paper, the oxidation resistance of hydrogenated amorphous 

diamond-like carbon (a-C:H), Silicon doped diamond-like carbon (Si-

DLC) and hydrogen free tetrahedral diamond-like carbon (ta-C) coatings 

were investigated by measuring the thickness of a-C:H, Si-DLC and ta-C 

coatings thickness and oxide layer thickness by using Reflectance 

ellipsometry. The oxidation resistance tests were conducted in autoclave 

chamber by immersed all the coating in water and heated the water up to 

300°C, 10MPa and 40 mg/L dissolved oxygen concentration. All the 

coated samples show thickness dependency on temperature except for ta-

C. The thickness of a-C:H coating change started above 100˚C. At 

temperatures higher than 200˚C, the loss of thickness drastically 

aggravates (about 17.5%) and completely loss at 300˚C. On the other 

hand, the Si-DLC film gained thickness slightly up to about 200˚C, and 

then lost thickness at higher temperatures (about 31% at 300˚C). The 

thickness loss by a ratio of as-deposited thickness d over thickness at set 

temperature do (d/do) showed that the temperature of d/do started to 

reduce were different for all the coating types. a-C:H is at 100˚C, Si-DLC 

at 200˚C and no significant change for ta-C. Results from Raman 

spectroscopy suggested that the graphitization was not occurred for Si-

DLC and ta-C. In conclusion ta-C have a superior oxidation resistance 

and structure when immersed in water at high temperature, high pressure 

and high dissolved oxygen concentration. 

 
1. Introduction 

Diamond-Like Carbon (DLC) coatings is a 

nanocomposite coating that is widely used as a 

protective coating nowadays. It has a unique 

properties of natural diamond such as low 

friction, high hardness, high wear resistance and 

high corrosion resistance [1]. Therefore, DLC 

coating is suitable for high temperature 

applications such as aerospace, automotive, and 

power plant industries and others engineering 

applications [2].  

However, at high temperature (above 

300°C) the coatings are oxidized and does limit 

their applications as high temperature coating 

materials. Thus, many studies have conducted 

to improve the thermal stability, oxidation 

resistance and corrosion resistance of DLC 

coatings. In high annealing temperature above 

300°C, the amorphous diamond-like carbon 

hard coating (a-C:H) could be disintegrated and 

graphitized [3]. In a same time, the oxidation of 

a-C:H occurred results in loss of weight due to 

evaporation of volatile species as CO/CO2 and 

also hydrogen elimination [3-5]. Sometimes, 

the presence of droplets or nanopores during 

deposition process could accelerate the 

oxidation growth when annealed at high 

temperature [6].  

Therefore, doping with other elements like 

Silicon is one possible technique to prevent the 

C atoms inside DLC films from oxidation. Si 

inside the DLC could form SiO2 and protect the 
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C atoms in the films from oxidized [7], [8]. The 

other technique is by using high sp3 content and 

hydrogen-free DLC which is tetrahedral 

amorphous carbon (ta-C) coatings. In general, 

ta-C coatings have better thermal stability due 

to their high sp3 fraction and hydrogen-free 

structures [9].  

In this paper, the oxidation resistance of 

DLC coatings were investigated by measuring 

the thickness of DLC coating thickness and 

oxide layer thickness by using Reflectance 

ellipsometry after immersed the a-C:H, Si-DLC 

and ta-C coatings in high temperature and high 

oxidation water environment. Raman 

spectroscopy analysis was used to characterize 

the topology and the nature of DLC coatings 

after oxidation test, respectively. 

 

2. Experimental Method 

The autoclave chamber was filled with 3/4 

of chamber volume of distilled water. Then the 

oxygen gas (O2) was inserted into the chamber 

up to 5 MPa through the inlet pipe. Then the gas 

was bubbled out until 0.1 MPa to prevent 

ambient gas enter the chamber through the 

outlet pipe. The outlet valve then closed and the 

chamber is pressurized with 10 MPa of O2 gas. 

Before heating the specimens in the chamber, 

the specimens (a-C:H, Si-DLC and ta-C plate) 

were cleaned carefully in an ultrasonic bath 

with acetone solvent for 15 minutes. The test 

started by heating the water inside the chamber 

with desired temperature (100, 200 and 300 ºC). 

As the temperature reached the set temperature, 

it is then kept at constant temperature around 14 

minutes. After that, it was let to natural cooling 

until room temperature. The specimens were 

analyzed by Raman for structure change and 

Reflectance ellipsometry for the coatings 

thickness loss. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of autoclave heating 

chamber. 

 

3. Results 

The oxidation resistance tests were carried 

out by subjecting the DLC coatings plate (a-

C:H, Si-DLC and ta-C) to heat in a chamber 

filled with water (dissolved oxygen in water: 40 

mg/L) at fixed temperature between 23 to 

300˚C and 10 MPa and held at the temperature 

for 14 min. Figure 2 shows the thickness of 

various types of DLC coatings after heating 

with different temperature. Thickness of DLC 

can be estimated from reflectance R [10]. 

Reflectance R means the ratio of the reflected to 

incident light intensity. The measured thickness 

from reflectance ellipsometry technique of 

DLC film before heating were as followed; a-

C:H: 400 nm, Si-DLC: 1000 nm, ta-C : 800 nm. 

The loss of thickness is attributed to the 

oxidation of carbon. For a-C:H and ta-C 

coating, the possible reaction mechanism due to 

endothermic reaction of DLC film with oxygen 

was [3]. 

C + O2 ⇒ CO2                    (1)                                                                                            

 

For Si-DLC, despite of reaction (1) the 

following reaction may also form as a product 

of the reaction (2) at 120 ˚C and (3) at 300˚C 

[8]. 

 

Si−OH+H−C⇒Si−C+H2O           (2) 

                                               

Si + 2H2O⇒SiO2 +2H2                    (3)    

                                                                            

All the DLC coatings show thickness 

dependency on temperature except for ta-C. 

Clearly, the thickness of a-C:H coating change 

started above 100˚C. At temperatures higher 

than 200˚C, the loss of thickness drastically 

aggravates (about 17.5%) and completely loss 

at 300˚C. On the other hand, the Si-DLC film 

gained thickness slightly up to about 200˚C, and 

then lost thickness at higher temperatures 

(about 31% at 300˚C). The slight thickness 

gains at lower temperatures indicated that the 

scaling rate was faster than the evaporation rate 

of volatile species [7]. It is interesting where the 

oxide layer was generated as another layer 

started at 100˚C follow reaction (2) and at 

300˚C followed reaction (3). This layer serves 

to prevent the diffusion of oxygen into Si-DLC 

from reproduce the cycle of reaction (1). Hence, 

it can suppress further oxidation of Si-DLC. 

Figure 2(d) summarized the thickness loss by a 

ratio of as-deposited thickness d over thickness 

at set temperature do (d/do). It showed the 

temperature of d/do started to reduce were 

different for all the coating types. a-C:H is at 

100˚C, Si-DLC at 200˚C and no significant 

change for ta-C. 

 

4. Discussion 

At high temperature, oxygen atoms 

dissolved in water diffuse into the film and react 

Thermocouple
O2 gas

Outlet 

air
Endoscope

water

Specimen

Heater
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with the atoms in the film. In a-C:H DLC film, 

carbon and hydrogen are effused from the 

surface above 100˚C. sp2-C fraction increase at 

higher temperature which led to a graphite like 

structure. The graphitization was not occurred 

for Si-DLC and ta-C. Thus, this explains that 

graphitization will induce the oxidation of DLC 

whereas high sp3 will suppress further oxygen 

diffusion. 

The slope of the base line of the Raman 

spectra increased with increasing annealing 

temperature (Figure 3(a)) owing to the 

formation of Si–O bonds in the films, which 

strengthens fluorescence emission of the Ar ion 

laser [11]. This may be a result of formation of 

SiO2 at 300˚C. In Figure 2(b), the oxide layer 

thickness increase at higher temperature. Bulk 

Si-DLC may loss the thickness at higher 

temperature, however the oxide layer form will 

suppress the oxidation wear.  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Thickness of DLC film after heating with 

various temperature in hot pressurized water with 10 

MPa and rich-oxygen concentration in water (40 

mg/L) (a) a-C:H, (b) Si-DLC, (c) ta-C and  (d) d/do 

ratio as a function of the temperature: d is as-

deposited thickness and do is thickness at set 

temperature measured from reflectance ellipsometry. 
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Figure 3: Raman spectrum of as-deposited and after immersed in water at 300°C for (a),(b) a-C;H, (c),(d) 

ta-C and (d),(e) Si-DLC. 
 

ta-C film showed no significant change of 

thickness loss at various temperature. Based on 

the Raman spectrum in Figure 3(c), the ID/IG 

ratio decreases at higher temperature, 

accompanied by a widening of the G peak, 

which correlates well to a higher sp3 content 

with the increase of amorphization. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion ta-C have a superior 

oxidation resistance and structure when 

immersed in water at high temperature, high 

pressure and high dissolved oxygen 

concentration. Reflectance ellipsometry 

analysis and Raman spectroscopy confirmed 

that high sp3 content of ta-C prevents from 

coating thickness loss and sustain its nature 

structure properties. 
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KEYWORDS  ABSTRACT 

Micropit 

Friction 

Lubricant 

 In this study, 8 to 40 micropits were embedded in the surface of a 

curvature cup and lubrication factors affecting their tribological 

parameters were investigated. The experimental analyses indicated that 

pits embedded in the metal curvature surface were found to act as storage 

for the lubricant and wear debris. A modified pin on disc tribotester  

(ASTM G99-05a, 1.5m/s) was used to screen the friction on acetabular  

cup surface. RBD Palm olein (PO), RBD palm kernel oil (PKO) Palm 

Fatty Acid Distillate (PFAD) were used in this research and compared 

with commercial hyaluronic acid (HLA) viscosupplementation. It was 

found that the addition of pits on the curvature cup would definitely help 

in reducing the coefficient of friction in the range of 0.007 -0.009. The 

presence of pits between metal-on-metal and palm oil based lubrication 

lubricant oil has optimized the rate of friction and wear on the metal 

acetabular cup, which may then prolong the lifespan of hip prosthesis and 

allows for a stable implant of MoM. 

 
1. Introduction 

Historically, the main objective of Total 

Hip Replacements (THR) was to relieve pain 

and increase quality of life in the elderly and not 

normally intended for young active patients. 

With the current trend of performing THR on 

younger patients, the requirement is not only the 

increased longevity of the prosthesis but also 

increased performance for more strenuous 

activities [1]. Hence, more researchers found 

case of dislocation phenomena in hip implant 

[2-3] As we know, hip arthoplasty is a surgery 

procedure for people with severe hip 

osteoarthritis as Figure 1  when patient need for 

a hip replacement, the surgeon will removes 

damaged cartilage and bone from their hip joint 

and replaces them with new, man-made parts. 

This can relieve pain, help patient’s hip joint 

work well, and improve their walking and other 

movements. 

Abrasion hip resurfacing or Total hip 

replacement is need for hip damage patient after 

hip artroscopy. Hip  replacement  or THR has 

been used  as  arthroplasty surgery  or  Total hip 

artrosplasty (THA), which  is  a  surgery 

technique  for hip. It was determined, a very 

good patient to have THR at old aged, because 

an older person are less move and less body 

strain on work they do, where may avoid injury 

after THR [4]. Analysis of United States 

Medicare population study was determined, the 

rates of primary total hip replacement women 

had higher compared to men and white people 

had leaded. Meanwhile younger  patients  are 

less than older tend to have acetabular fractures 

[5].Improved of the tribology performances 

with micro-pits (dimples or also called oil 

pockets) may be a mainly to the fact that those 

dimples or oil pockets on textured surfaces 

works as lubricant reservoirs thus increase the 

thickness of lubricant film between contacting 

surfaces [6]. The pits as a micro-trap for wear 

debris in oiled sliding system. In other study 

initiated that surface texturing will be worked to 

condense friction and loading capacity in 

mechanical [7]. 
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This paper will be conducted as in vitro hip 

implant to minimize friction and wear of 

acetabular with embedded micro-pits in 

condition dry and with lubricant. The studies 

described above commonly focused on the pit 

area density, shape, depth and diameter of the 

textured pattern pit whereas the understanding 

of the importance of the arrangement appeared 

insufficient. Thus, the aim of this paper is a 

novel study on tribology hip implant, testing of 

hip screening system. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: (Top) Hip prostheses and (Bottom) 

Severe hip pain [8]. 

 

2. Experimental Procedure  

In this paper, the EDM DS Neuar CNC A-

50 is used. Electrical Discharge Machining Die 

sinking (EDM DS) is a non-conventional 

machining process. It is also an alternative 

method to enhance the performance of mating 

surface through surface modification with 

coating technology [9]. 

 

Table. 1: Experimental condition table for 

EDM DS Neuar A50 

Parameters used Value set 

Current 0.5A 

Diameter electrode, Ø 0.5mm 

QDup 1mm 

QDon 30 µs 

Ton 0.50µs 

Toff 4 stages=10µs 

Vgap 60.00V 

The used of EDM DS is machined use in 

this paper to machine pits for the usefulness of 

the surface equipment, tool wear and 

machinery. The selection of the materials was 

based on simulation of the size and design of 

standard hip implant. AISI 1045 was machined 

as the work pieces i.e. the femoral head and 

acetabular cup which are the metal on metal 

contact surfaces. The detail of the parameter 

setting on this experiment is shown in Table 1 

and experiment set up in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Experiment set up for machining pit 

on the acetabular. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of curvature cup 

embedded (a) with different number of pits to 

enlarge the volume cup to enhance lubrication 

between metal-on metal contact. 

 

In this research, the factor of reducing the 

wear and friction of metal on metal, which the 

metal curvature cup surface was embedded with 

pits was modified with 28mm in size (see in 

Figure 3).  A modified pin on disc tester (TR-
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20LE) was used to identify the friction between 

two contacts surfaces, which are the curvature 

surfaces structured in accordance with the 

ASTMG99. Hip screening was attached to the 

pin on disc machine which was controlled by a 

DC servo motor and adjusted to provide sliding 

speed at 1.5 m/s, load of 40 N and the test 

duration was 60 minutes. After. The lubrication 

properties of the palm oil-based and hyaluronic 

acid, HLA (see Figure 4) were determined 

through the tribological tests on a modified pin 

on disk. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

Figure 5a demonstrates the relationship 

between the lubricants and the number of pits at 

1.5 m/s with a wear standard error of +/- 0.5 μm. 

The wear obtained for lubricated with Palm oil 

based with more pits has gradually decreased 

from 2.714 to 0.592 at speed 1.5 m/s. The value 

of wear was found to steadily decrease with 8-

20 pit; but for PFAD, an increase was observed 

with 8 to 40 pits.  

The antifriction results show (see in Figure 

5b) a similar trend from 0 to 8 pits, in which the 

friction torque was found to decrease sharply 

with an increase of the number of pits. The 

coefficient of friction values were found to 

reduce to 0.0199- 0.0056, 0.0148-0.0037, and 

0.0072–0.0025, for Palm Olein (PO), Palm 

Kernel Oil (PKO), and Palm Fatty Acid 

Distillate (PFAD) respectively. However, when 

the number of pits was increased to 20 and 40 

pits, the friction torque obtained with the 

lubrication of palm oils-based (PO, PKO and 

PFAD) was found to decrease steadily while 

friction torque obtained with the lubrication of 

HLA was found to decrease to 0.00774 Nm. 

Previous studies have showed that, lubrication 

and surface textured with the metal curvature 

cup can prevent metal defect and prolong the 

life span of the acetabular cup [10-12]. 

The results have demonstrated that pits 

embedded in the curvature have apparent 

benefits in reducing the frictional properties 

since with a large number of pits, there will be 

more volume of lubricant to protect the surface 

from damage. 

 

 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

 

Figure 4: HLA and palm oil lubricants (PO, 

PKO, PFAD). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 5: Variation (a) wear and (b) coefficient 

of friction with the various lubricants. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Biomedical engineering technologies have 

improved the quality and performance of 

biomedical equipment and healthcare services. 

EDM machine has a potential to be used to 

machine micro surface roughness in biomedical 

product as long it is a conductive material. This 

study will be a significant endeavor in 

promoting good work environment in 

biomedical application. In addition, this present 

paper will draw attention from all related 

industries, such as biomedical engineering, 

healthcare to analyze or predict the lifespan of 

hip prosthesis in a short period. By 

understanding the needs of hip replacement for 

severe OA, this study also improved acetabular 

cup with the formation of the pits embedded on 

its surface using palm oil based to prolong the 

lifespan sliding motion metal on metal implant. 
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 The aim of this study is to analyse the wear behavior of different type of 

DLC films (ta-C, a-C and a-C:H) under diluted bovine serum as an 

attempt to simulate synovial fluid in artificial joints. The surface 

wettability of films was investigated. The wear behavior of DLC films 

and its counterpart, ultra-height molecular weight polyethylene (PE) was 

assessed by reciprocating tribo tester. There is correlation between 

surface wettability and wear behavior, and in this study, it has been 

found that the surface of a hydrophobic a-C:H film tend to bind more 

protein from diluted bovine serum through “hydrophobic interactions”. 

Based on the present results, an appropriate structure of DLC film which 

can contains a significant amount of hydrogen should be consider for the 

use as protective coating on an implant material. 

 
1. Introduction 

The use of protective coatings in 

biomedical field is an ongoing scientific 

challenge. Among different materials, carbon-

based film coatings such as diamond-like 

carbon (DLC) is considered a potential surface 

treatment for total hip and knee replacement 

devices.  DLC film offers a hard, wear resistant, 

inert and low friction surface engineered 

solution to enhance implant performance [1]. 

The tribological properties of DLC film has 

been reported in many papers, and the 

relationship between the properties and film 

structure and deposition method is now well 

understood [2,3]. However, it is not clear 

whether this relationship is also similar in an in 

vivo joint where synovial fluid (body fluid) are 

found to have a crucial influence on the friction 

and wear value. The proteins that are present 

within the synovial fluid could prevent the 

adhesion between the sliding materials by 

creating 'solid-like' films onto material surface. 

The differences structure and wettability of 

DLC films can influence the outcome of a wear 

test under protein lubricated condition. 

In this work, a comparative study on the 

wear behavior of different types of DLC films 

coated titanium alloy (Ti–6Al–4V) deposited 

by different methods under bovine serum (BS) 

lubricated condition. BS is commonly used as a 

model of synovial fluid lubricant for 

interpretation of wear and friction properties of 

artificial joints. In general, BS contains protein 

namely albumin, which is also present in 

normal synovial fluid [4]. The protein-surface 

interactions might have governed different wear 

mechanisms on the surface of different structure 

of DLC films. This phenomenon is important, 

because it can provide a new perspective on 

wear mechanism of certain type of DLC film 

under protein lubricated condition. This 

mechanism can give the idea to the implant 

manufacturers and surgeon for implant 

selection in future. 

 

2. Experimental Procedure 

A filtered cathodic vacuum arc (FCVA) 

and sputtering machine systems were used to 

deposit non-hydrogenated DLC films (ta-C and 

a-C), respectively, and chemical vapor 
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deposition (CVD) method was used to deposit 

hydrogenated DLC films (a-C:H) on Ti6Al4V 

substrates. The deposition was done at Tokyo 

Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan. The 

contact angle (θ) was measured under 

atmospheric conditions at room temperature 

with a contact angle meter (OCA 15EC, 

DataPhysics Instruments, Germany.) using 

distilled water, diiodomethane, and hexadecane 

as the tested liquids. A droplet of the tested 

liquids with a volume of 3 μL was released onto 

the surface of a sample. For each surface, at 

least three droplets were measured. The surface 

energy of the sample was calculated based on 

the measured contact angles using the extended 

Fowkes theory [5]. 

The wear resistance of DLC films was 

evaluated using the reciprocating machine with 

pin-on-disc method (TR 283 Series, DUCOM, 

India) under 10 ml diluted BS lubricated 

condition (fully immersed). The composition of 

diluted BS was BS 30 vol.% + distilled water 70 

vol.% + sodium azide 0.3 wt.%. Ultra-height 

molecular weight polyethylene (PE) pin with 

size of 6 mm diameter and length was pressed 

against the films with a normal load of 50 N. 

The tests were conducted under the constant 

frequency of 10 Hz and sliding wear duration 

lasted for 42,000 cycles. The stroke length used 

in the reciprocating sliding tests was 2 mm and 

the resultant sliding speed was 0.04 ms-1.  After 

the wear test, the samples were rinsed with 

distilled water, then dried in dirt free 

surrounding in room temperature to remove 

contaminants. Stylus profilometer (P-6, KLA 

Tensor, United States) was used to obtain the 

cross sectional area of the worn trace. This area 

was used to calculate the wear volume loss. The 

wear rates were calculated as wear volume 

divided by sliding distance. The worn surfaces 

of the deposited films and UHMWPE pins were 

characterized using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM)(JSM-6010PLUS/LV, 

JEOL, Japan). The chemical composition on the 

DLC worn surfaces were analyzed via the 

energy dispersive spectrum (EDS, Oxford 

Instruments, United Kingdom) attached to the 

SEM. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

The wettability of the films was predicted 

using a contact angle between a liquid and a 

solid surface and surface energy measurement. 

The results of surface energy of deposited films 

are shown in Figure 1.  The total surface energy 

(γT) of the films is estimated as the sum of the 

dispersion component (γd the polar component 

(γp), and the hydrogen-bonding component (γh) 

[5]. In this study, higher surface energy was 

observed on ta-C film, followed by a-C:H and 

a-C film. The increasing surface energy was 

due to the increase in the polar and hydrogen-

bonding components due to strong dipole-

dipole and hydrogen-bonding interaction at the 

surfaces. In this study, the best hydrophobic 

surface occurred at the a-C film with lowest 

surface energy approximately at 40.08 mN.m-1.  

 

 
Figure 1: Surface energy of deposited films. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Wear rate of DLC films and PE 

(counterpart). 

 

In order to evaluate the wear performance 

of different type of DLC films wear tests were 

carried out. Figure 2 shows the wear rate of 

DLC films and PE as counterpart in ambient air. 

The highest wear rate was a-C and its 
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counterpart. Both ta-C and a-C:H films show 

relatively low wear rates indicate films had 

demonstrated similar wear resistance. 

Nevertheless, the wear of the PE as counterpart 

was strongly reduced when testing against a-

C:H film. SEM images of wear traces (Figure 

3a and b) were obtained for ta-C and a-C films 

after wear test.  The EDS detection of the white 

particles on all film surfaces denote that it 

contains distinguished elements from DLC film 

which is N, Cl, Ca and Na elements. These 

elements were precipitated from diluted BS. In 

this case, we are able to revealed the adsorption 

of protein occurs onto those surfaces. There is 

element of nitrogen (N) which attributed to the 

amino acid residue or peptide bond in the 

protein are observed to confirm the occurrence 

of protein adsorption [6]. Figure 3(b) shows 

clearly that the adsorbed protein was dominant 

on a-C:H film surface. Researchers have 

identified a correlation between surface 

wettability and wear rate [3], and in this study, 

it has been found that the surface of a 

hydrophobic a-C:H film tend to bind more 

protein from diluted BS through “hydrophobic 

interactions” and decrease the wear of PE by 

protects the surface from damage. a-C:H film is 

effective for protein absorption and the driving 

force of this phenomena is mainly the hydrogen 

bonding between the protein and the film [7]. In 

addition, the hydrogen component of the total 

surface energy for a-C:H film was significantly 

larger than those of ta-C and a-C films. Thus, 

the presence of hydrogen in film may allow 

control of protein adsorption to the surface. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this work, DLC films were prepared by 

different deposition method and systematically 

investigated the surface wettability and wear 

behavior under protein lubricated condition. 

The surface wettability was different depending 

on the deposition method. Under protein 

conditions, the highest wear rate was a-C, 

whereas ta-C and a-C:H films show relatively 

similar wear resistance. Clear correlation was 

found between surface wettability and wear 

behavior for ta-C and a-C:H films. The 

comparison between worn surface conditions 

revealed that more protein was absorbed on the 

hydrophobic a-C:H film surface. The protein 

adsorption makes a favorable contribution to 

low wear rate of PE as a counterpart in sliding 

system. In conclusion, hydrogen bonds in a-

C:H film contribute favorably to protein 

absorption layer and protects the surface of 

tribopairs from damage. 

 

 
Figure 3: SEM images and elemental ratio 

obtained of the DLC worn surfaces. 
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 Precision metal stamping processes form an important integral in many 

metal-based manufacturing industries. Although low temperature 

tribology plays an important role in affecting the quality and productivity 

of metal stamping, it has not attracted much attention by the researchers. 

However, with the rising demands on improved cutting and forming edge 

quality, it is necessary to focus on this process affecting characteristic. 

This paper presents results of some industrial investigation on the cutting 

edge quality and finishing of blanking operations in relation to the low 

temperature tribology. 

 
1. Introduction 

Precision metal stamping processes consist 

of a combination of the material separation, 

forming, flanging and drawing. All of these 

processes involve the interaction between two 

main tooling components which are the punch 

and the die. This interaction generates the static 

and dynamic frictional forces. Proper control of 

this parameter will result in an improved output 

quality and finishing. Type of lubricant used, 

the magnitude of the applied load between 

contact surfaces and the process speed are 

among sensitive variables to the process 

frictional characteristic. 

This paper will focus on the cutting edge 

quality and finishing in a blanking operation 

which is the initial step in the series of every 

metal stamping processes. 

A range of high temperature tribology 

studies were carried out by many researchers to 

solve system reliability, cost as well as potential 

premature failure. Tribo-interface science and 

technology for high temperature tribology in the 

area of automotive engines, hot rolling 

processes, etc., are very much affected the type 

of lubricant applied, their interactions surface 

coating, textures, contact pressure, speed, 

operating temperature range, etc [1]. 

 

 

 

2. The Cutting Edge Profile of Blanking 

Operation 

The cutting edge that results from the 

blanking process are primarily in the form of 

arrays in four (4) zones. Figure 1 illustrates the 

cutting edge profile [2]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Cutting profile from blanking 

operation. 
 

Each zone has its own characteristic 

structure and properties that are produced by the 

interactions of the process parameters. 

The formation of smooth shear zone (SSZ) 

and its resulted quality and finishing were 

evaluated with the application of two (2) types 

of formulated oils as process lubricant against 

two (2) types of work materials. Table 1 

summarizes the experimental details.  
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Table 1: Experimental Details 

Details Type 

Work 

Material 

1) SECC-P, T=2.0mm 

2) SUS 304-2B, T=2.0mm 

Lubricant 
1) AL-N Cut EP Oil 

2) SO-51-SV Oil 

Tooling Blanking Tool 

Speed  constant at 45 s.p.m 

 

3. Lubricant for Low Temperature 

Tribology 

Wide varieties of commercially formulated 

oils are available for selection to suit various 

low temperature tribology metal processing 

activities. 

Two (2) formulated oils which carrying the 

commercial label as AL-N Cut EP oil and SO-

51-CV oil were selected in this experimental 

studies. Al-N Cut EP oil was specially 

formulated with extreme pressure additive for 

severe cutting operations. Extreme pressure 

(EP) additives react with the metallic workpiece 

asperities above a high-energy threshold [3]. 

This oil grade exhibits good wetting properties 

and lubricity thus enhancing the accuracy of the 

operation. This light oil enables visibility which 

permits clear view and inspection of the 

workpiece [4]. Following are the typical 

properties of AL-N Cut EP oil. 

 

ISO Grade           32 

Viscosity @ 40ºC cst ASTM 445    31 

Flash Point, ºC  D92 COC      216 

Pour Point, ºC  D97               -9 

Density @ 15ºC kg/l        0.871 

 

Hence, the SO-51-CV exhibit low viscosity 

neat oil based on petroleum distillates, lubricity 

additives and corrosion inhibitors. Following 

are the typical properties. 

 

Viscosity @ 40ºC cst ASTM 445    1.31 

Flash Point, TCCºC          35 

Aniline Point, ºC          55 

Aromatic % Vol                       18 

Density @ 15ºC kg/l        0.871 

Antirust Test    B Grade (4 hours) 

Drying Rate         above average 

 

To date, there are numerous approaches of 

tribo-testing measurement method for friction 

and wear measurement such as pin on disc, 

block on ring, and pin on V-block [5]. This 

paper taking the approach of referencing the 

cutting edge quality in the aspect of smooth 

shear zone formation measurement and the 

profile of the fracture initiation as a base for 

tribo-testing comparison between all 

experimental variables. 

3. Experimental Results 

The cutting edges of the workpiece was 

magnified by 18X and measured under Vision 

Measurement Machine at Solid Precision 

Engineering metrology lab. Five (5) pieces of 

samples were randomly picked from the lot for 

observations and measurements. Figure 2 

shows the comparison of cutting edges quality 

and finishing by applying two different type of 

lubricants on SECC-P work material. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Cutting Edges Quality and Finishing 

on SECC-P. 

  

The application of SO-51-CV oil on SECC-

P work material exhibit a larger smooth shear 

zone profile (SSZ) formation and the initiations 

of fracture are more consistent. These results 

are favorable to a precision stamping industries 

as this leads to smoother cut edges with 

minimum burr occurrence. The measured 

values of SSZ under the application of AL-N 

Cut EP oil as process lubricant on the blanking 

of SECC-P work material was all below 1.300 

mm. However, as on the SO-51-CV oil 

application, higher SSZ readings were observed 

on all samples. The initiation of fractures and its 

propagation patterns were uniform with this 

grade of process lubricant. Two more 

significant effects were observed from the used 

of this process lubricant. As noted, the lubricant 

carries the antirust and self-evaporation 

properties. The presence of these two properties 

may enable the work piece omit the degreasing 
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process for oil removal. The self-evaporation 

property with fast drying rate will left a thin 

protective layer on the cut edges for enhance 

oxidation protection. 

Figure 3 illustrates the cutting edges quality 

and finishing by applying two different type of 

lubricants on SUS 304-2B work material. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Cutting Edges Quality and Finishing 

on SUS 304-2B. 

 

As observed, the SSZ profile was narrow 

on the application of SO-51-CV oil as process 

lubricant and the used of AL-N Cut EP oil was 

not acceptable on SUS 304-2B. The initiation of 

fractures were inconsistent and forming some 

high burrs as a result. As observed from the 

blanks, the application of SO-51-CV oil exhibit 

the initiation of fracture on SUS 304-2B work 

material with higher uniformity as compared to 

the SECC-P work material. The SECC-P are 

from the low carbon steel category with lower 

tensile strength as compared to the austenitic 

grade on SUS 304-2B. With higher tensile value 

and hardness, therefore, the SUS 304-2B 

possess higher brittle characteristic, lower 

ductility and the initiation of fracture occurs 

much earlier than of the SECC-P work material. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In the low temperature tribology setting, 

the viscosity does not exhibit much positive 

effect on the cutting edges quality. Applying 

AL-N Cut EP oil with higher viscosity value 

does not exhibit higher edge finishing as well as 

the profile of smooth shear zone as compared to 

the SO-51-CV oil. Extreme pressure (EP) 

additive’s characteristic does not promote any 

positive impact as in precision stamping, the 

process impact was not on the extreme range as 

compared to other metal cutting or removal 

processes. With this findings, we may 

concluded that the use of single or common 

lubricant throughout the entire stamping 

processes and array of materials are not 

encouraging as normally practiced in the shop 

floor today. Customization of lubricant in 

accordance to work material is necessary to 

derive optimum edge quality and finishing. The 

SO-51-CV oil was selected as process lubricant, 

anti-degrease with enhance cutting edges 

oxidation protection for a wide range of low 

carbon steels. Further analysis and evaluation of 

improved formulated oil based as process 

lubrication needed for SUS 304-2B to improve 

its SSZ profile. It is much interesting to conduct 

further studies on evaluating the effect of tool 

wear rate, tool surface coating and process 

speed in the low temperature tribology on 

precision metal stamping processes.  
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 Lubricants are applied extensively in metal forming. Currently, methods 

to prevent wear are always emphasize the need for lubricants with ability 

to form boundary layers, chemically bonded to tool and workpiece 

surfaces. Tailored tool surface topography, as a kind of new engineered 

tool surfaces consisting of lubricant pockets on a hard tool material, has 

attracted great attention from investigators in facilitating micro-

hydrodynamic lubrication impeding wear on tool surface by less harmful 

lubricants in metal forming. In the present paper, overview of 

manufacturing strategies of tailored surface topographies on hard tool 

material reported by different investigators are explained. Recent 

development and challenges on adopting strategic tool surface topography 

as one of environmental friendly alternatives for enhanced lubrication in 

metal forming and their suggested amount of real contact area α 

influencing friction are discussed.  

 
1. Introduction 

Today, metal forming are challenging, 

especially in forming of high strength steels, 

titanium alloys and stainless steel. Poor 

lubrication has always been the reason to severe 

tool wear, and leads to inferior surface finish 

and necessary production stops. Often industry 

do not have a specification for how to treat 

lubricants, and never check the lubricants or ask 

for certifications. This is because the lack of 

fundamental understanding on the issues which 

could be attributed to less research and 

development activities. Highly skilled workers 

are the only one that can solve these issues. 

Large amount of efficient but hazardous 

lubricants like chlorinated paraffin oils has been 

utilized as the effective solution and does 

produce instant result. This is favourable by 

industry that sees instant profit and high 

productivity as their priority.  

A good boundary oil alone cannot solve the 

tool wear problem. Correct tool design and 

manufacture are critically important to reducing 

tool wear. It is amazing to learn how many 

toolmakers choose tool steel based on the cost 

of the steel. Many manufacturers tend to use 

standardized A2 and D2 steel because they are 

excellent general-purpose steels, easy and 

inexpensive to harden [1]. Besides, combating 

tool wear with thin-film coatings, surface 

treatments and anti-seizure tool materials are 

common practices applied in industry to 

prolong the life of tooling [2]. These are, 

however, depends on the type and cause of the 

tool wear [3]. 

These days, the application of strategic 

surface topographies to facilitate lubrication in 

engineering applications, such as in stamping 

and forging, is well known. While structuring of 

workpiece surfaces to promote lubrication in 

metal forming has been applied for several 

decades, structured tool surface is rather new. 

Structured workpiece surfaces by using large 

rolls roughened by Shot Blast Texturing (SBT) 

or Electro Discharge Texturing (EDT) [4] has 

become a state-of-the-art for several decades to 

promote mechanical lubricant entrainment, 

pressurization and possible escape by micro-

hydrodynamic lubrication [5]. However, it is 

less feasible in large, multi-stage sheet metal 
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forming production, since the structured 

workpiece surface will flattened out after first 

forming operation [6]. A few tests of structured 

deep drawing tool surfaces [7] have shown very 

promising results, indicating that strategic tool 

surface topographies may provide mechanical 

lubrication systems which can substitute 

chemical ones, and thereby replacing the 

environmental hazardous oils by less harmful 

oils. As a result, this positive result has revealed 

that creating strategic tool surface topographies 

would be economically feasible, since the 

structured tool surface can be utilized to 

produce thousands of workpiece components. 

The paper presents techniques and strategic 

surface topography parameters on hard tool 

materials applied in metal forming, and 

influence of real contact area α on friction.  

 

2. Manufacturing Strategies of Tailored Tool 

Surface Topographies 

A great number of manufacturing strategies 

are available for the tailored surfaces on hard 

tool materials, such as, manual polishing using 

abrasive papers and emery clothes (Figure 1), 

combined automated milling, grinding, and 

manual polishing (Figure 2), combined turning 

and Robot Assisted Polishing (RAP) (Figure 3), 

rolling ball indentation (Figure 4), hammer 

peening (Figure 5), laser radiation (Figure 6), 

and chemical etching (Figure 7). 

 

 
 

  
 

Figure 1: Manual polishing of hard tool steels 

using abrasive papers and emery clothes [8]. 

 

 
5-axis CNC milling 

 
Round surface 

    
Flat surface 

 

Figure 2: CNC milling of grooves and 

polishing on flat and round tool surfaces [9]. 
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Polished 
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Figure 3: Gradual surface layer removal by 

RAP machine from rough to mirror-polished, 

applicable to round tool only (top) and tailored 

tool surface finish (bottom) [10]. 

 

 

 

  

 

  
 

Figure 4: Tailored tool surfaces by deep rolling 

ball indentations (left), a highly localized stress 

distribution in the contact zone during machine 

hammer peening (middle), processing result 

(middle) and subsurface cracks in the tool 

material after deep rolling (bottom) [11]. 

 

 
Subsurface 

cracks 
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Figure 5: Tailored tool surfaces by hammer 

peening (left), uniform stress distribution in the 

contact zone during machine hammer peening 

(right) and processing result (bottom) [11]. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Hard roller burnishing and laser 

surface modification techniques applied on die 

and punch surfaces for cold forging [12]. 
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Figure 7: Tailored tool surfaces by 

photolithography (top left) and etching [13]. 

 

2. Tribology of Tool Surface Topographies 

Surface texture features are important 

parameters. A small pocket angle towards the 

workpiece surface facilitates the escape of the 

trapped lubricant in the pockets, which 

increases the tool life [14]. Tailored forging 

punch surface by laser radiation with contact 

area ratio α of 10 %, 20 % and 25 % has shown 

positive improvement by 120 %, 145 % and 

169 % in comparison to the smooth, polished 

punch, see Figure 8, and even different 

lubricant applied in the experiment has 

improved the punch life [15]. These effects can 

be enhanced by utilizing transverse roughness 

profiles and oblong pockets oriented 

perpendicular to the sliding direction [16]. In 

strip drawing tests, the lowest friction is found, 

when the ratio between pocket area and total 

area is approx. 20% [17] and it is shown that 

increasing drawing speed enhances the positive 

effect [18]. A similar influence of drawing 

speed have been found in case of strip reduction 

tests [19] and even increased viscosity of the 

lubricant has the same effect, see Figure 9. This 

explains the lubricant escape from the pockets 

by micro-plasto-hydrodynamic lubrication, 

which contributes to a number of factors such 

as drawing load, resulting workpiece surface 

roughness and resistance to galling.  

 

 
 

Figure 8: Tailored punch surface in backward 

can extrusion process [15]. 

 

In order to evaluate metal forming 

processes by Finite Element simulation, the 

influence of subsurface deformation and 

formation of real contact area on friction at 

varying normal pressure are important inputs. 

The formation of an array of plastic waves in 

the soft workpiece surface when sliding on the 

hard, tailored tool surface can cause asperity 

deformation and extra contribution of friction 

due to increasing real contact area α as the 

contact pressure increased, and this can be very 

important factors for estimating friction [21]. A 

theoretical friction model for tailored tool 

influenced by topography of tool and workpiece 

to determine friction in strip reduction [20] has 

explained these effects, in which the workpiece 

material flows into and out of local pockets 

between the flat plateaus of a table mountain 

like tool surface topography, see Figure 10.  

There are two contributions to friction as 

seen in Figure 10. One from the plateaus, where 

the relative metal-to-metal contact area is α. 

The other is the contribution from the contact 

between the lubricant filled pocket and the 

workpiece metal, which is partly penetrating the 

pockets. During sliding, the workpiece forms a 

wave motion moving in and out of the pocket as 

seen in Figure 10 (bottom left). At the same 

time, the lubricant is dragged out of the pocket 

and providing lubrication to the flat plateau by 

micro-plasto-hydrodynamic lubrication as 

shown in Figure 10 (bottom right). The overall 

friction factor, called mtex, representing these 

contributions to friction. It is noticed that an 

optimum amount of tailored tool surface 

topographies exists in the order of 80 % which 
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reduces friction and thus draw load for the 

table-mountain-like tool surface topography as 

seen in Figure 11. In-situ observation of 

lubricant flow on tailored tool surface has 

confirmed this effect, see Figure 12 [22]. The 

tailored tool surface topographies facilitates 

micro-hydrodynamic lubrication by mechanical 

lubricant entrapment and subsequent escape out 

of pockets. This has increased the lubricant film 

thickness and provide additional load carrying 

capacity for enhanced lubrication in metal 

forming processes. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Tailored tool surfaces with varying 

gaps x and α in strip reduction [19]. 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Notation (top), compression of 

lubricant trapped in pocket (left) and lubrication 

of plateaus by lubricant escaped from the 

pocket (right) [20]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Drawing load (top) and friction 

(bottom) as a function of contact area ratio α for 

two different lubricants [20]. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 12: In-situ observation on micro-

hydrodynamic lubrication on the tailored tool 

surface topographies (top) and possible 

lubricant escapes out of pockets at different 

strokes (bottom) [22].  

 

3. Conclusion 

The present paper highlights tribological 

issues and challenges of applying tailored tool 

surface topographies in metal forming and their 

potentials to obtain the best tribological 

conditions possible with tool life and 

production feasibility in mind, ie. to provide 

mechanical lubrication systems which can 

substitute environmentally hazardous lubricants 

with environmentally benign ones. An 

overview on the manufacturing strategies of 

tailored tool surface topographies on hard tool 

materials was discussed. Although many 

strategies are available, it is still a challenge to 

make the tailored tool surface topographies with 

desired contact area ratio and lubricant pocket 

geometry, and without affecting the surface 

properties. An optimum amount of tailored tool 

surface topographies exists in the order of 80 % 

which reduces friction and thus forming load. 

This explained the positive effect of tailored 

tool surface topographies using the suggested 

contact area ratio promotes mechanical 

lubricant entrainment, pressurization and 

possible escape by micro-hydrodynamic 

lubrication. However, too low contact area ratio 

results in increasing drawing load due to 

contribution of friction by mechanical 

interlocking of the workpiece in the pocket. 
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 In this paper, the liquid film thickness of cutting fluid which was sprayed 

and accumulated on the machined surface by minimum quantity 

lubrication (MQL) milling process has been explored. The objective of 

investigation is to give the overview of cutting oil behavior on the 

machined surface. The measurement was carried out by using laser-

induced fluorescence (LIF) method. The experiments were conducted by 

varying the feed speed to investigate its effects on the cutting oil film 

thickness. This investigation found that at the constant cutting speed of 30 

m/min, the cutting oil film thickness remains stable at certain area of 

cutting feed below than 270 m/min. However, the decreasing thickness 

started to occur around one-third point of the cutting path. The cutting oil 

film thickness presents stable fluctuations along the entire cutting path at 

feed speed of 230 mm/min and thus producing average value film 

thickness of 0.550 mm and smoother machined surface of 0.895 μm. 

 
1. Introduction 

Considering the negative impacts to the 

operator health and environment, minimum 

quantity lubrication (MQL) technique has been 

identified as a feasible alternative to reduce 

amount of the metal working fluid in the 

machining industry. In the milling process, 

lubricating properties of the oil in MQL was 

proven to reduce the friction in the tool-

workpiece interfaces [1]. Although the amount 

of oil is extremely little compared to the 

conventional flood cooling. It was reported by 

Amiril et al. that the reaction mechanism 

between the oil and high-pressurized air in the 

MQL technology plays a main role to transport 

the oil mist that penetrated into the narrow 

cutting zone [2, 3]. 

Following to the reaction mechanism of 

air-oil mixture, it is of great importance to 

investigate the droplet formation in the tool-

workpiece interfaces. In turning, it is necessary 

for the oil droplet to pass through almost 1 µm 

of tool-workpiece interfaces [4]. This can be 

possibly achieved by clarifying the amount of 

oil mist sprayed into the cutting zone. However, 

this kind of investigation is still scarce most 

probably due to the limitation to locate 

visualization probe in the cutting zone and the 

inherent behavior of oil during the lubrication 

mechanism. 

Here, this paper is presented with the aim 

to investigate the amount of cutting oil left on 

the workpiece after the MQL milling 

operations. This study is expected to at least 

clarify the transportation mechanism of cutting 

oil droplet on the machined surface based on the 

amount of oil left accumulated on the 

workpiece. The measurement was conducted by 

the well-known optical method in the fluid flow 

visualization, i.e. Laser-induced Fluorescence 

(LIF) [5]. The experiment was conducted under 

various feed speeds. In order to confirm the 

influence of the feed speed to the machining 

performance, the mean surface roughness of the 

workpiece was also being investigated. 
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2. Experimental Procedure 

The workpiece, whose dimension is 100 

mm2-surface area and 45 mm-thickness, was 

machined using CNC milling machine. A 

natural-based MQL cutting oil was supplied via 

MQL generator (Unist Coolube®). Prior to the 

cutting process, the MQL nozzle was directed 

to the cutting zone in parallel with the feed 

direction. The overall experimental condition is 

tabulated in Table 1. The machined workpiece 

was then separated to measure the cutting oil 

thickness sprayed at the cutting zone. The 

measurement was conducted by using optical 

method (LIF) which can be referred from Rosli 

et al. [5, 6]. In this study, a common fluorescent 

dye of coumarin153 was initially dissolved in 

the cutting oil of the MQL generator at 0.06 

wt%-concentration. The maximum wavelength 

of emitted light intensity from coumarin153 is 

532 nm. The laser light was sourced from a 

diode laser whose wavelength is 405 nm and 

power is 200 mW. Since this laser produces a 

line-beam shape, the measurement of oil 

thickness along the milling path can be 

achieved. 

Figure 1 illustrates the setup arrangement 

of experimental tool to measure the oil 

thickness. As shown in Figure 1 (a), a video 

camera was used to record the emitted light 

intensity of the oil achieved by the diode laser 

irradiation. The recording was made under 30 

frames per second in 1080 × 1920 pixels. A 

green filter was placed on the recording path to 

filter the diode laser light which is redundant on 

the measuring section. An optical flat was also 

placed on the recording path to eliminate its 

effects since it is the main probe for the 

calibration procedure as shown in Figure 1(b). 

The diode laser was irradiated on the probe to 

measure the intensity of emitted light from the 

test liquid along the varied-thickness space. The 

recorded video was processed to a still image 

data and the emitted light intensity was 

quantified by using imageJ. Based on the 

calibration results, the cutting oil thickness was 

calculated using the following Equation (2): 

 

𝛿 =  
𝐼𝑒 − 18.356

49.401
 

(2) 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 shows the results of the lubricant 

film thickness measured after the machining 

process under three different feed rates of (a) 

230, (b) 270 and (c) 310 mm/min, and at a 

constant cutting speed of 30 m/min, 

respectively. Based on Figure 1, the oil film 

thickness was measured along the cutting path 

of the workpiece from the starting point ‘x’ until 

the end tip of the workpiece. Figure 2 shows 

that under feed speed of 230 mm/min, the oil 

film exists along the entire machined surface 

compared to oil film on workpiece at 270 

mm/min and 310 mm/min, respectively. The 

highest oil film thickness also had been 

recorded for feed speed of 230 mm/min with an 

average value of 0.550 mm. From the result, it 

is demonstrated that, at lower feed speed, test 

liquid is able to reach into the workpiece, thus 

more test liquid is accumulated there. This 

outcome had been obtained by Duchosal et al. 

[7], in which they have proven that at lower 

cutting speed, surface roughness obtained is 

lower. Surface quality is better during MQL 

machining because the cutting fluid is supplied 

sufficiently into the cutting zone [8]. 

 

 
 

(a) 

 

 
 

(b) 

 

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the setup 

arrangement of the experimental tool to 

measure cutting oil thickness. (a) Actual; (b) 

Calibration. 

 

Table 1: Experimental condition. 

Machine condition MQL condition 

Workpiece 

material 
AA6061 

Air pressure 

[MPa] 
0.035 

Tool material 
Uncoated 

carbide 

Oil flow rate 

[ml/min] 
0.15 

Tool diameter 
[mm] 

8 
Oil viscosity 
[cSt] 

18.5 

Cutting depth 
[mm] 

0.3 
Nozzle diameter 
[mm] 

0.8 

Cutting speed, 
Vc [m/min] 

30 
Nozzle angle 
[deg] 

45 

Feed rate, Vf 

[mm/min] 

230, 270, 

310 

Nozzle distance 

[mm] 
5 
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Figure 3 shows the mean roughness value, 

Ra. It is clearly shown that at feed speed of 230 

mm/min, the surface quality is better than at 

higher feed speed with the lowest value 

obtained is at 0.895 μm. Compared with the 

value obtained at highest feed speed of 310 

mm/min, the roughness value increased at 

approximately 52 % compared to the lowest 

feed speed. This can be associated by the 

successful accumulation of cutting fluids on the 

machined surfaces and thus provide a 

separation layer between tool and workpiece 

during the chip formation processes. From this 

observation, it is hypothesized that the 

increased speed of tool feeds on the workpiece 

may cause the lubricant mist not to reach the 

machined surface sufficiently. It can also be 

suggested that, the volume of oil that penetrated 

into the cutting zone is limited by the feeding 

movement of the cutting tool into the workpiece 

[9]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Lubricant film thickness results at 

cutting speed of 30 m/min and three levels of 

feed speed. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Result of mean surface roughness 

after the cutting process. 

 

4. Conclusion 

The conclusion that can be made from this 

work is as followings: 

 

1. During the MQL milling process, the 

surface roughness is found to increase with 

the increasing feed rate due to the formation 

of thinner lubrication layer at higher feed 

speed. 

2. The cutting oil film thickness presents stable 

fluctuations along the entire cutting path at 

cutting speed of 30 m/min and feed speed of 

230 mm/min, which helps to produce 

thicker lubrication film (average value of 

0.550 mm) and smoother machined surface 

at 0.895 μm. 

3. The successful MQL cooling effect during 

machining is influenced by the appropriate 

cutting conditions and lubrication 

mechanism. 
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